LOCAL AFFAIRS

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK
E1LSWORTH, MAINE
The

Bangor fair
Kluebill fair
Union Trust Co
J A Haynes—Grocer
C L Morang—Dry goods
K O Smith—Pigs for sale
Probate notice—Robert Kaighn eat
—Caroline F Ginn et. als
—William N Means et als
—EdnaTurner Appleton est
Bucksport:
Bucksport Loan & Building Ass’n
Sanbornvillk, N. H.:
Boy wanted to sell extracts

the principles reorganized and applied in the operation
of the Federal Reserve System.
You
owe it to yourself to transact
your
banking business with a bank which
is a member of this system.

|

j|

upon

School streets is to be saved to Ellsworth in the hope that it may be the inducement that will bring a new industrz
to Ellsworth. The present owners offered
and

building and lot at fl,500 for this purpose, and three men came forward with
guarantee of the price. A subscription

the
a

paper is

f60
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taken at the powei
| From observations
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Rivet
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

ending
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midnight.J

Weather
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Temperature
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OBif Public Auto Service Day and Night
Also a Reo 34-ton truck to hire for baggage transfer
and general light trucking.
First Class Paint and Repair Shop
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51—

Philip 13.
furlough.
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with the aviation

week’s business

ond

Carry” Grocer,

Mrs. Abbie E.

3

Bring

the trouble it

Edward H. Baker
Graduate Optometrist and Registered Eye Specialist.
Phone: 140-11
<» Oak St., Ellsworth, Me.
exclusive optical experience.
In Maine summers and in Pennsylvania
Home office days: Saturdays,
Mondays, Tuesdays. Sunday by appointment

past week with Mrs. Charles Koyal, has

Adams.

Miss

assessors

local

Celia

of this

Miss

SON

Elizabeth Googiaa

FRANKUN

st-

Telephone

ELLSWORTH
149.3

and foreign countries

Nellie

2

Brownie

Printed,

Filmb

is

summer

the

at

guest of

M.

Treworgy

spending

is

day.
Llewellyn Higgins
Milton, Mass., with
Russell and Dons, and
Roberts, are visiting J.

and

wife

a

of

East

children,

their

friend, William
P. Southard

and

wife.
F.

Allen of

Bangor

has

an-

the

E.,

of Frank

R.

husband and two children—a

At
ment

a

an

Developed

and

Ellsworth will open

infant

son

Ki^ara, formerly pastor of
EllBworth Baptist church, now of the

STANWOOD’S PHOTO CO.
Maine

of the week. His former
and many friends here were

first

parishioners
pleased to greet

him.

J. Clark sr., has closed out his
grocery business on Water street, on
account of ill health. Mr. Clark, after
some years at sea, estabished the store
W.

Injuries.

of

•Tust Received

badly

was

power station ol the

as

above stated.
home is at

Murphy’s

living

She had been

Ferry.

Edison Amberola Records

Bar

GAUTHIER & YOUNG

Mt. Desert

in Ellsworth

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Tailor,

few years, employed as housekeeper by
James Anderson. She leaves a father and
two brothers. Her age was twenty-five

Clans

for

ciety

now’

ing, also Dressmaking

Exhibition at Mountain
Dark Sept. 2, 3 and 4.
The Hancock County Agricultural sois

busy

nual fair at

with

for its

plans

Mountain

park,

Wednesday

and

an-

and 4.
One of the big attractions this year will
be airplane flights by Major Fotter of the
royal flying corps, who will put his plane

through all the “stunts” of the air. lie
will fly to Bluehill from Boston,
stopping
at Old Orchard on the way.
The Bluenill fair is growing bigger and
better each year, and the crowds are increasing by bounds as automobiles mul-

tiply.

Wit ham has recently been
elected secretary of the association in
place of N. L. Grindell, resigned.
A. S.

son

of

A.

Cheston and wife of Philadelphia, summer residents at Northeast
Harbor, was
drowned Saturday, Aug. 2, when he fell
from the boat slip at the Manchester
cottage. No one saw the accident. As
he was last seen playing on the
slip,
search w’as made there, resulting in the
of his

body.

Frances Loweree has returnee? from
where she has been visiting Dr.

Frank Whitcomb and wife.

J. Lowell of Tarrytown, N. V.,
been visiting here,
went to
North Penobscot Saturday for a visit with
W. H. Lowell and family.
Erdraan
baa

Wesley Rogers
Mrs.

Rogers

of

here

Kittery
for

a

father, Alexander Rogers.
Slater is also here for

a

haa

visit

joined

with

Mrs.

of

his

Mary

few weeks.

aijd Irving Uray and
Worcester, Mass., were

William Stone

Harold,

Wednesday, Aug. 13, 5.30 p. m., at Wyman

park—Baseball;

Ellsworth

vs.

Also Fur Work

Har-

Special Rate for caring for Men’s Clothing
by Month. One suit dry cleansed and pressed
weekly, $3 a month. Clothing called for and

rington.

Wednesday evening, Aug.

13—Dance at

hall. East Surry.
Friday evening, Aug. 15—Dance at Lamoine town hall.
Gentlemen, 50 cents;
ladies, 10 cents.
Rural

delivered.

Corner Main

Saturday, Aug. 16, 2.30 p. m., at Wyman
Ellsworth vs. Rice &

Give

park —Baseball;

the

guests of C. M. Whitcomb and wife over
Tuesday night at the Grindal cottage,

Bayside.

They

Woodland

by automobile.

were

on

their

way

trial.

1—Greenwood
FAMILY

Aug. 15

—

Murch

Farm

REUNIONS.

family

If you are satisfied tell
not satisfied, tell us.

Machinery

Reapers, Binders.
Threshers, Oil Engines,
Dressing Spreaders.

Bayside

at

are

Full line of

fair, East-

grange

Streets,

Agent for
International Harvester Co. of America

Sept. 24—Mariaville grange fair at Mariaville.
Oct.

Hancock

L. E. TREADWELL

Sept. 24—Narramissic grange fair, Orland.

Aug. 15—Stratton family at Hardiaon’a
grove, Franklin.
Aug 16—Saunders family at Surry.
Aug. 20— Rice family at Birch Harbor.
Aug. 20— Gray family at Oak Grove,
West Sedgwick.
Aug. 20
Hodgkins family at Blunt’s

The PRIMROSE Cream Separator

—

pond,

Aug. .20
Hooper family
pond, Franklin,
Aug. 20-Gray family at
West Sedgwick.
Aug. 21-Wilbur family at
Abram’s pond, Eastbrook.
Aug. 23—Frost family at
Frost’s grove, Manaville.
Morrison family
Aug. 30
Alexander Morrison, Otis.
Sept. 3
Salisbury family
—

—

Salisbury’s

TOASTERS

Georges

at
Oak

J. F. Studer

Grove,

Camp Heat,1
George

ELECTRICIAN
House W iring a Specialty
Estimates Gladly Given

A.

at

home of

at

Koland

Call and

to
25 to

29—Bangor

the new Madra

Vacuum Cleaners for sale
and rented

j
fair.

see

Hay Light, Blue Light
and Natural Light

grove, Otis.
STATE.

Aug.

FANS

Lainoine.

—

son

us a

others; if you

Miller.

brook.

and

ELLSWORTH

grange hall.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

who

EVENTS.

Sept. 2, 3, 4—Bluehill fair.
Sept. 10,11—Eden fair.

Drowned at Northeast Harbor.

Alexander, eleven-year-old

COMING

Pressing, Cleansing and Repairing of all kinds
Remodeling and Dyeing

Bluehill,
Thursday,

of two weeks.

Rev. P. A. A.

burned at the

Miss

of five

granted to Mrs. N. F. Johnston for moving a small building from the rear of the
Roscoe Holmes place on State street to
Mrs. Johnston’s lot on Hancock street.

'dltlitUlBcmOMfe'

Power House.

Mary J. Murphy, who

out the facts

Weacott,

boy

Mary Murphy Dies
Received at

Miss

BLUEH1LL FAIR.

Mias
special meeting of the city governMonday evening permission was Orono

visit the

Office 14
Resjdence 144

a

finding
wife

Brighton avenue Baptist church at Allston. Mass., was in Ellsworth for a short

28c
No. 2 A Brownie and all other 6 ex.
Films Developed and Printed,
40c
24 boar service,
Cash with Order

Harrington,

of

the

Kenneth P. Royal, who has been in the

J.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Telephones.

Year.

North Ellsworth—Alice DeWitt
Dollardtown—Mrs. J. T. Floyd
Music supervisor—Elizabeth Walsh

Tuesday,
Newton, Sept. 2, 3

navy over a year, stationed at Virginia
and Charlestown navy yards, has received
his discharge.
He returned home Mon-

the

the Market

FILMS
No.

Moulton

spending
Bucksport,

in

short vacation with her

years and

•

on

session

large numfrom Hancock
a

parents, Reuben
Mrs. Leon Hart of
Treworgy and wife.
Somerville, Mass., is;her guest.

a

The Best

NURSE

j

on the Surry road Friday, aged twenty-seven years. She leaves

HARTFORD, CONN.

leading companies

in

were

assessors

B.

Mass., who is

a

TAPLEY BUILDING,

for the

died at her home

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
of the

spent the

cf Ellsworth.

nauranceCo.

—Established 1807—

some

they

county towns.

Esther

C- C. BURRILL &
—Igniting

where

Ellsworth Monday, meeting

Repreaen

OF

Engaged

CO.

Monday, Sept. 8, except the West Side Harbor & Union River Power Co., last Old model
cylinder records
grammar, which, on account of the elecWednesday afternoon, as briefly reported
August
Specials
tion on Monday, will not
in
The
American
last
died
until
the
week,
opep
following day. Following is the list of of her injuries early the following Call of the Cosy Little Home,
Lucy and Cbas. Hart
teachers engaged for the coming year:
morning, never having fully regained Don’t Cry Frenchv.Leola
Don’t Cry,
Geo. Ballard
Don’t Forget the Salvation Army.
High school—L. C. Sturtevant, princi- consciousness.
Arthur Fields and male chorus
Mabel
Miss
had
been
in
the
habit
of
pal;
Norcross, English and history;
Murphy
Everybody Wants a Key to My Cellar,
Bessie Dennis, French and
A1 Bernard
Latin; Ethel visiting the power house, where she Heart
Arthur Fields
Breaking Baby Doll,
should
not
have
been
to
see
Kuth
Kice, commercial;
allowed,
Fields, assistant.
Frenchy, Come to Yankeeland,
School street—Alice Malian, principal; some of the men employed
on
conBilly Murray and male chorus
I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles,
Kathryn Stevens, intermediate; Margaret struction work now underway there
Heleu Clark and (ieo. Ballard
J.
N.
one
of
the
men
Orchestra
Hurley, primary; D:ris Colpitts, assistTuley,
employed Tears, Fox-trot, Tuxedo Dance.
Turkestan,
Premier Quartet
ant.
on the
was
the
witness
of
work,
only
You’re Still an Old Sweetheart of Mine,
Fine street—Jeanie Sanborn, intermedi- the accident Wednesday afternoon.
He
Metropolitan Quartet
ate; Julia Heath, primary.
says he warned the girl against entering
West Side—Mary A. Gaynor, principal; the transformer room, but in playfulness 1
E. F. ROBINSON
Minerva Jordan, primary; Dorothy Mc- she seized his hat and ran, coming in
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
contact
with
of
one
the
tension
Gowu, assistant.
high
Victor and Edison Machines
Ellsworth Falls—Vivian Look,
prin* wires. Instantly her clothing blazed up,
and Records
and
Leda
i.
was
burn
from
this
Are that
the
cipal;
Waltz, intermediate; Crystal
EL. L8WORTH, MAINE
caused
her
death.
Orcutt, primary.
Mr. Dorloft, representing the Industrial
Bayside—Mary Royal
Accident Commission, held a hearing in
Surry road—Rena Mowry
Ellsworth Saturday afternoon, bringing
LaJce wood—Dorothy Shackford

Malone
and
Mary
daughter
Hannah Frances
have returned from

ber of the

tapdey,

w.

General Insurance and Real Estate

Miss

Mrs.

engagement of her daughter, Marguerite C., to Lieut. Edmund E.
Brady, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Brady

MAINSTREET

Equitable Eire and Marine

Mass.

Howard H. Adams of Boston, with his
wife and little daughter, is spending his
vacation with his mother, Mrs. John Q.

nounced

THOMPSON

Marine arid Automobile Insurance

——

Bomerville,

returned to her home in

Mrs.

p'ir®,

overseas

Mrs. John C. Shriner.

Me

your residence within ten day* if you
live within a thirty-mile circuit of Ellsworth, as 1 am receiving letters from all
directions daily, even from Bangor.
I
make a nominal charge for tbe call and
same
examination-the
charge
your
family physician makes for his general
call.

Tni.r.1,

IIS

been

summer.

es lrom *3 t0 *3°
according to the cause, and
to adjust your eyes to comfortable
glasses.

A.

daughters
visiting h.r

who has

Salisbury Cove,

A Postal Card Will

J.

with

Miss Clio M. Chilcott and Miss Nancy
Blackwell of New York are in Ellsworth
for a part of their summer vacation.
Mrs. Thomas Davies, who has spent the

to

wilitii,
“iiakc

Sunday

to Boston and

corps, has received his
and returned home.

her cottage in

£

Brown,

George Lovell,

Ellsworth

_

trip

New York.

The State

Cash

home

Madeline and Sylvia, is
mother, Mrs. J. A. Smith.

place to give your order.

fu a

arrived

23/

your want
Cash Store” is an

pickles

George Corneail and wife have gone to
summer cottage at Milbridge for a
H. C. Stratton

Teachers

of

All the schools of

few weeks.

from

oil

o.

not stop to ascertain the
collision. The driver of the

Coming

their

25/
20/

30/
14/
15/
20/

Maine

ACCIDENT PROVES FATAL.

Dodge.

discharge

County Savings Bank

smashed.

ELLSWORTH S< HOOLS.
List

Hank.

Ellsworth,

thin

her

Maynard B. Dodge of Old Town, spent
the week-end with his aunt, Mrs. E. M.

a

County Savings

any collision.

Salsbury
Bucksport.

Winifred Hassall of Cleveland, O.,
guest of Mrs. Lucy H. Parcher.
Dr. Edith Clark of Akron, Col., is visiting her sister-in-law, Miss M. A. Clark.

25/

Hancock

touring car has not been located. Borne
doubt is expressed here that there was

short

a

account with the Hancock

an

cuts and

severe

was

of

was

lines of least resistance
Drifting is easy but
Decide to save all you can

accomplishment requires determination.
Start

did

car

flowing river, some people follow the
surplus cash for luxuries.

a

and spend all their

telephone pole
Thorpe went out

roof,

The

WHY BE A DRIFTER?
Like

a

Miss

3()/

of Ell sworth.Maine

Tnorpe says he was crowded into the
ditch by a large touring car,
which
struck his car just forward of the rear
mud-guard, and that the driver of the

is the

Heinz ^ weet Mustard Pickles, lb
Heinz S\ eet Cucumber Pickles, lb
Heinz Sweet Mixed Pickles, lb
Heinz Tomato Ketchup, 8 oz bottle
Heinz Worcestershire Sauce, 5 oz bottle
Heinz Di>tilled White Vinegar, (for table use)
1 pint bottle
Lib
tufted Olives, 9 oz bottle
3'« oz bottle
» ,..>n
Lib'o \
11
oz bottle
Olives,
3
oz bottle
>et Midget, 4 b oz bottle
Libby'
Lib
ad Dressing,?^’ oz bottle

SHJSf UnionTrust Company

at Wyman
Saturday will

game
on

with

He received

result of the

Mason is at

a

overturned.

was

wood.

fuir.raiu
fair

Miss Addie
vacation in

in

collided

through

itation

fair

fair
fair

road,

and

Precip-

afternoon
fair

cloudy

Harrington

the

us.

daughters.

als, is scheduled to pitch for Harrington.
Thursday of next week the Ellsworth
team w ill meet the Easterns of
Bangor.
Harold Thorpe of Bangor, driving a
Ford
taxicab for
Michael
Kane
of
Bangor, met w’ith an accident on the
Bar Harbor road near C.
C. Young’s
farm last Friday evening. The car left

mail closes.

WEATHER

Bank with

recent years had

\ oung, the old star of the Boston

Registered mail should be at postofflce half
an

in

a
Rice & Miller of
Bangor, also at Wyman park. The Ellsworth
!
batsmen will run up against the
real thing in pitchers to-night, as
“Cy”

m.

p

and

this evening, and
|! park
play return game with

and 9 pm.

9

Bar

The Ellsworth baseball team will play

days.

Going WTest—3.10, 5.15 and
No mail East Sunday.

Also Dealers in Second-hand Cars. Second-hand
Cars now offered :
3 Ford Touring Cars
1 Chevrolet Roadster
1 Chevrolet Touring Car
1 Reo Truck
1 Ford Roadster Delivery
1 Ford Truck
Body
All

m.

Sundays.

AGENTS FOB

to

came

Harbor about five
He followed the sea until his
from

its resources, is
“personality” of

This Bank’s Directorate is composed of
responsible, well-known men—men who safeguard the customers’ interests.

He

age.

spent part of his time in Sailors’ Snug
Harbor. He leaves a widow, two sons and

AT POSTOFPICB

Going West—12 m; 3.10,
Going East—6.30 am; 4 p

Even more important than
the Board of Directors, or the
a banking institution.

the

over

blocks of

in

sixty-four years of
of Harrington, and

years ago.
health failed,

ing.)

MAILS CLOSE

was

native

was a

From West—7.00, 7.18, 11 50 a m; 4.30, 7.08 p ni.
From East— 11.25, 8.41, 6.43, 10.37 p m.
(10.87
mail not distributed until following morn-

Sundays.
From W’kst—7,11.50 a m; 7.08 p
No mail from east Sunday.

building

William H. Cole dropped dead on Third
Saturday, of heart failure. He had
not been in good health for some time.

POSTOFPICB.

Day

taken to take

of the

each.

street

Week

being

now

effect, June 30, 1919.

I

SILVY &

been

ownership
AT ELLSWORTH

Atibmi»ttnrnlB.

thirty-five years ago, and

some

closely confined to it ever since.
The store will be greatly missed
by the
people of that vicinity, but Mr. Clark
has certainly earned his retirement.
The shoe factory building at Church

NKW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WKKR

Banking Methods of To-day
based

are

i

business
has

IRONS

Tel. 206-2

FARM LIGHTING
HOUSE PLANTS

SMjrrtMftseKt*,

MADOlt”

BDITBD BT '*4UlfT

TO ALL WOMEN
WHO ARE ILL

The joy of feeling fit and
fresh rewards those who
heed the laws of health,
and keep the habits regular with

Hopeful.1

The purposes of this column ire suoclnc y
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the rout-si
k>p.^iH, and alma to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It la for the common uae—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the In

This

Woman Recommends
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound—Her
Personal Experience.

In this

terchangc of Ideas.

I want to recomMcLean. Neb.
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
—

uii

i'onien who suffer
rom any functional

|

j
|

icine to an sunerm^

”—Mrs. John Koppelmann, R.
No. 1, McLean, Nebraska.
This famous root and herb remedy.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, has been restoring women of
America to health for more than forty
years and it will well pay any woman
who suffers from displacements, in-

women

that

regard

in

people with their

to

The motherland that bore us
Upon her rugged breast.
Who tenderly watched o'er us
And lulled our fears to rest.

SURRY.
L. Lord, formerly of Surry,
Tuesday, August 5, in Portland, in
the fifty-fourth year of his age. Mr.
Lord was born in Surry and lived here
until early manhood. For fifteen years
he had lived in Berkeley, Calif., coming to
the home of his daughter in Portland last
April, thinking the change of climate
might prove beneficial. He leaves a widow,
one son, Merle Lord of Boston, and two
daughters, Mrs. W. S. Cole of Portland
of Kittery.
and Mrs. Frank Campbell
Of his own family, three brothers and
Lord of
two sisters survive: Edgar 1.
Bar Harbor, Reuben J. and Maurice S.
Lord of Billings, Mont., Mrs. Stephen H.
Leland of Lamoine and Mrs. Clara E.
Mayo of Southwest Harbor. The body
was brought here for interment Friday.
Martin

died

prayers at the grave, Rev. Mr.

Your granite hills unchanging.
Your mountains capped with snow.
Your hills and fertile valleys.
Where mighty rivers flow.
Your mingled cloud and sunshine.
Yonr stern sod rockbouud shore.
Your everchangiug seasons.
And the loud Atlantic’s roar.

I close with kindest
old friends.
cordial

is a

welcome to

‘‘Helen/’

and you cannot fail to enjoy her letter,
1 have. We hope to have her with us

The glowing

reunion.

has

been

she

vision

Walla Wall, W'ash., of the clipping in
in

want to say
so that you will

visit-

mutual

our

our

weeks ago.
Right here 1
“Vashti” sent the clipping,

few

a

how

see

interests

the threads of

stretch

the

across

entire

of Bar Harbor

came to my notice
very recently:
I>o your share of work, but oDly your share.
When
you do leas you are shirking your
duty; when you do more, you are letting
somebody else shirk. Neither course is the

visitors here.

were recent

Schuyler Partridge, wife and three
children, of Carmel, spent the week-end
with Mrs. Partridge’s brother, G. A.

have

Fred Crane

been

returned

visitsng

to birch

Clark and little

and

daughter,
here,

relatives
Harbor.

Mrs.

And yon ask: “What do we think of that?”
This is what I think: How can it be possible
for us to measure our work in such an

have

exact

Sarah

grandson accompanied

them.

Aug.

and

do only our share
more? What is our share in the
work?
Does it have any length,

manner,

no

world’s

i breadth,
measure

8.

11.

one.

who

Linscott.
Mrs.

country.

Dear Aunt Madge:
The following clipping

right

or

it?

Fred Haskell and
called

Sumner

joined

on

wife of North

friends in

for their vacation.

Emma Reynolds of Springfield,
Mass., daughter of the late
Lutler
Miss

Reynolds,

is

visiting

relatives

whereby

height
Are

we

not

taught

we

can

do

to

Liver-

town last week.

Foster and Bernard Rose have

their wives here

to

13tajmtsni.au*.

LAMOINE.
more

as

in

OVER-ACIDITY
ot the stomach has upset many a
night's rest. !i your stomach is adddisturbed, dissolve two or three

town.

William B. Rice of Bar Harbor
and New York, and her sister
Miss
StevenB, were entertained by Mrs. Olsen

KMfOIDS

Mrs.

Saturday.
Mrs. Harry Lynde and little daughter,
of Raleigh, N. C\, and Harry Jaret and
wife of Danvers,
Mass., are guests of
J. F. Coolidge and wife.
Aug. 11.
R.

to

be known

the tongue before retiring and enjoy re freshing sleep. The purity and
goodness of Ki-moids guaranteed by

on

SCOTT A BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTTS EMULSION
Y*-7k

_

all

j

I

|

Kden, Aug. S, 1919.
Dear ^nnl Madge nwd M- B. .Shafers.
The letters to the M B. column have been
few. indeed, lately.
Probably nearly all
have been busy,
since summer is a busy
season instead of one of leisure for most of
us.
But the colatnn has been very interesting,
for our editor is a very resourceful person.
Nevertheless, we should not forsake her
altogether. It is our pledge to help, f feel
as if 1 am of
1 do so
very little assistance.
enjoy the column, and It is my duty to help,
if 1 cau’t write breesy, interesting letters.
I have just passed another milestone iu
life's journey, and the day was made pleasant
by the call of a dear friend whose birthday
was the same and of the same age, and whom
1 had not seen for some time.
Are all the sisters busy canning fruit, making jellies and jams? We can have plenty of
sugar now. Prices are high and still soaring,
but here is hoping they will soon be lower.
Well, if I do not stop, this letter will be deposited in the waste basket.
Ellis.
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sorry to learn of bia illness.

E

T X 7HENEVER thirst seizes your mouth and
VV throat, make sure that this bottle and this
label

g

Oott and Miss Evelyn Gott, who
have employment at Slonington, were
home over Sunday.
wife

Spence,

Earl

and

Edward
visiting

sons,

John and George, of Chicago,
at Wm. Harding’s.

are

Morrill, who has be n attending
navigation school at Kockland, is vis*
itmg Mrs. Maggie Trask.

who

gone on
Mount Desert island.

has

spent

of

his

Then you

can

case

Keep

from your grocer or
few bottles on ice.

a

THB CLICQUOT CLUB COMPANY, Mittis. Um U.S.A.

John, and Dr.

son

have

trip on
Wyman Whitney

the

druggist.

Leslie

Martin

set down in front of you.

Buy by

the

Irville Davidson and

are

tip back your head and enjoy the most golden,
sparkling, bubbling, quenching drink that ever
gladdened your palate. Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
is made of finest, purest materials and dear water
from a wonderful spring.

C harles

a

camping

Somerville, Mass.,
vacation

at

Philip

Moore’s, left Friday for bis home.
Mary Forsythe of Medford, Mass.,
visiting Miss Molly Izams,
left Monday for a few weeks’ visit in
Southwest Harbor.
Miss

who has been

Parsons, assistant nurse at
Massachusetts general hospital, w ho Poultry
has been visiting Charles K. Orrington i setting
Miss Sara

the

and

wife,

left

Monday

to

visit elsewhere.

Charles Harding and w ife, and Clarence
Harding and wife arrived home Thursday from an aulom bile trip to Bath,
Portland, Poland Springs, Kockland and
other places.
Duran of Princeton, N. J.,
Hubert
preached Sunday morning at the M. t.
church.

Mr.

Duran,

who

was

|

William Tell
FLOUR
and make it in your home.
WHITNEY.

as

Range Require* Less Care.
many

hen.

Confine the setting hens to their
nests and allow them all to come o(T
at one time daily. An incubator may
be used for hatching the eggs and the
chicks may be put under hens for
brooding, especially early In the season, when It Is difficult to get hens to
set as early as is desirable to produce
early chickens.
Raise the chickens under hens, putting from IS to 25 chickens with each
hen, and confine the hens to small
coops placed on a good green sod. or
a field of some growing crop whereby
the young chickens will have free
A considerable
range on fres'i land.
number of hens with broods of chickens can be kept In a limited
space
where the hens are confined to the

|

accom-

How He Did It.
“The Man Who Conquered Failure.**
A’e know him ; when his lust shoestring
»roke he found an old corset string
md dipped It in shoe polish, aud It
worked all right.

on

hens as possible at j
j one time; this saves labor, ns It takes
j only a little while longer to rare for i
a number of set tins' hens than for one

panied by his wife, was a former pastor at
Southwest Harbor, and used to preach
here occasionally.
Their many friends
were glad to welcome them.
Mrs. Chips, jr.
Aug. 11.

body needs. For greatest
nourishment and finest flavor, use

&

j

1

your

WHITCOMB, HAYNES,

place the poultry house convenient to
I the dwelling house In order to save
I steps.
One house holding from 75 to 100
hens ran be used to advantage, allowIng the hens free range all the time
An excellent arrangement Is to have
the house near an orchard, which furnishes a good range for the hens.
By
allowing free range the hens will pick
tip all the necessary green feed and
will also get a considerable amount
of their grain feed.
Keep large hoppers containing dry mash before the
hens constantly, so that It will he necessary to feed the scratch grains only
I once or twice dally. Very little more
labor Is required In caring for a flock
containing from 100 to 150 bens than
j Is required for from 30 to 100 hens,
| provided all the hens are kept In one
I house and have a large fret- range.
A separate shed or a room In the
laying house can be utilized to ndvan] tage for hatching chickens with hens,

;

Friends of Thomas Jackson of Bernard

Eat More Bread
a

.~

I

SfiDtrUBcmrnts

Itrs

Labor-Saving Appliance* Are of Value
on Poultry Farm—Orchard Furnishes Range.

by

1* our love in service to be measured by
rule for fear we shall cause others to be
(Prepared by the United states Depart••elfish? Selfishness does not enter into love
ment of Agriculture, t
<>f service. 1 am sure it is to be unmeasurTn general the simplest methods of
able, and the only way is to go on and on,
handling poultry art- best, especially
doing the duty that lies nearest us, snd never,
on general farms, where poultry is n
no never, to measure the task.
side issue, though such farms furnish
It would be a aad world indeed if we uudertook to live by this rule. When we are ill
the bulk of the poultry production.
need of care, does our neighbor
and iu
Labor-saving appliances are of value
her time and service for fear we :
measure
on poultry farms, but are not always
might shirk some time? O. no; she gives the
practical on renernl farms. Women
down and overflowing.
measure,
pressed
children can do most of the pouiCan
but
acknowledge that the I and
anyone
greasiest thing in the world is love, and love i try work on n general farm and there
is service unstinted, unmeasurable and unby release the labor of the men for
selfish.
AXON.
other farm work.
On general farms,

S. G.

ing Mrs. H. S. Coombs the past week.
Samuel West of Lamoine and Daniel
Norris Savage, who is employed at
Bath, spent Sunday with his family here.

do, and

GQTT’S ISLAND.
all my
H*lbx.

to

greetings

as

at the

to

*

a

are

Here

column

8. H. Savage, who is working
Ellsworth, spent Sunday at home.

(

our hands find
fruits?

Thanks to Ellis and the other helpers.
Ai>~r Madge.

So here’s lo vou, New England,
From Pacific’s water* bine.
We love you, California,
But we love New England, too.

given us of California is followed
here by the view “Anon” sends us from

EGYPT.

Waterman

Your teaching.' well equipped us
In life to bear our part.
And meet our many trial*
With a sturdy, hopeful heart.

has

Fletcher officiating.

Mrs. Lizzie

gold.”

Here’s a toast to old New England,
From her sons and daughters true;
Tho’ we love you, California,
We love New England, too.

COUNTY NEWS

were

of

hearts

Just before leaving for the East, I attended
a meeting of the New
England society and
gave a toast as follows.

your ailment write Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. The result
of ita long experience is at your service.

There

|

I could not help thinking:
**0, California, with your perpetual sunshine, your golden sunsets, yellower than
your oranges, your oranges yellower than
your poppies and your poppies yellower than
I
your gold, I adore your gorgeousuess, but
love my own dear State of Maine and her

flammation, ulceration, irregularities,
backache, headaches, nervousness or
‘‘the blues” to give this successful

remedy a trial.
For special suggestions

Dear Aunt Madge:
I wonder if the M. B.’s would care to read
Here it is:
a page from my diary.
Aug. 2—To-day I visited Lamoine, after
a quarter of a centhan
more
of
absence
an
and
tury. Called on a number of old friends,
old
spent delightful hour* talking over
times. Recalled the pleasant years when 1
Lamoine
of
master
of
being
had the honor
grange, which at one time had 109 brothers
8
and 109 sisters as members
Having recently come from California,
although I spent many happy months there,

METHODS OF HANDLING HENS

Lanroft Sale of Any Medicine in the WorldSold Everywhere. In boxes. 10c.. 25c.

listurbance,

as
it
done me more
rood than all the
loctor's medicine.
Since taking it I
lave a fine healthy
baby girl and have
gained in health and
strength. My husband and 1 both
praise your med-

The sufferer from biliousness Is only too familiar with all its disturbing sympto;:,*:—loss oi aj jictite. headache, dizziness.'nausea
uimuicm, nausea
and vomiting, oitenti.nc* meaning prostration for two or three
day*
uent loss of
time from regular
and the consequent
_MM.
duties.
..,ulll
Such all
attackss
vary in frequency and duration with different individuals, but there
is really no occasion for them to occur at all. That old re,:nh'e
household medicine “L. F." Atwood's Medicine, taken
men
in teain
rcaspoonful doses morning and night, rarely fails to wholly prevent an
attack of sick headache or biliousness.
If this preventive measure
has not been adopted, a dessertspoonful when the first
symptoms
appear, will almost invariably ward off a severe attack. It may
be obtained of any dealer, in large bottles for fiftycenta. or
sample*
free for the asking. “L. F.“ Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
-.

our

las

quick remedy

capacity It solicits

communications, and its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect.
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
will be rejected without com! reason. Address
all communications to
The AMEKIOAM.
Ellsworth, Me.

mend

u

avd

44Helpful

Its Motto:

"S6D rt ijicrnt*.

'JtUirniiumrmf

fflutual Benefit Column.

j
j

The

sea was rough, the waves were high,
And stormy clouds were in the sky,
But still he cried,M I cannot wait,
I hear that Town Talk Flour is great."

Milled

on

|

Honor—Ideal for

Every Baking

TOWN TALK FLOUR

coops.
In sections where commercial hatcheries exist the farmer can have bis
eggs hatched there and thus save the
labor of hatching the chicks.
These
chickens can be reared with hens,
or a stove brooder which will cover
from 200 to 400 chicks may he used to
| good advantage, thereby saving labor
In feeding and caring for the chicks
and stlli allowing the young chlckeus
free range.
By the use of these commercial hatcheries all the chickens can
| be hatched at one time and the ehlckI ens can be brought out early In the
i spring, at which time It Is most profiti able to hatch and raise chickens.

j

Thousands of housewives hereabouts have
the SUPREME CLASb Al mark of
school days on SUPERBA Food Products.
The excellence of these goods is sure to
appeal to your family circle.
^SUPERBA on the Label—SUPERB for pour Table.
Why not try SUPERBA Canned Goods, Teas and
Coffees? Buy by iht Cose—assorted; it’s economical
THE dealer in your neighborhood sells the SUPEPBA line

placed

WATCH FOR LICE ON CHICKS
Where Pests Are Found Make Application of Small Amount of Lard—
Provide Shade.

MILL1KEN -TOMLINSON CO.
Portland. Maine.

Watch for head lice on chicks; If
found grease the head of each chick
with a small amount of lard.
Do not
use salt with the lard, as often advised.
Allow plenty of shade, as the
hot sun’s rays are often fatal to freshly greased chicks.

PROPER FEEDING IN SUMMER
Not Advisable to Give Too Rich Food
During Extremely Hot Days—Not
Easily Handled.
It is best not to feed too heavily, or
of too rich food, during the extremely
hot days which are experienced occasionally in summer because overloaded digestive s;, -: ms cannot handle
the food as well in the extreme heat

You

Will Use ljest Ooffee Per Cup

IF

The Coffee

YOU

Maine Folk*

USE

Like

Le— coffee means roo/ economy. Surely yoJ will wish to
in
omy these days. Buy the Yellow Label round carton, .ettered
of your dealer. Premium coupon in each.
Thurston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Maine

c

.jjg|

'aotjfrttscmrMs

AHEAD OF THE SILLY SEASON
Di*c-j*sion Started as to Why Cow Invariably Arises With Her Hind
Quarters Foremost

Inquiring minds In Connecticut are
grappling the old-age question why a
cow, which is to say the genus bos,
rises from recumbency by
elevating her
anterior quarters first, whereas a horse
reverses the process and a pig
appears
to have no predilections but to be solely concerned, when there Is a prospect
of something to eat in sight to
get

cigarettes made to
meet
Camels

are

out of the

taste!

your

offered you

as a

ordinary—a

cigarette entirely

flavor and smoothness
never before attained. To best realize
their quality compare Camels with any cigarette in
the world at any price!

"

Camels flavor is so refreshing, so
enticing, it will
win you at once—it is so new and unusual. That’s
what Camels expert blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobacco gives you I You’ll
prefer
this blend to either kind of tobacco smoked
straight!
As you smoke Camels, you’ll note absence of
any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or any unpleasant cigaretty odor. And, you’ll be delighted
to discover that you can smoke Camels
liberally
without tiring your taste!
Take Camels at any angle—they surely
supply
cigarette contentment beyond anything you ever
experienced. They’re a cigarette revelation!
You do not miss coupons, premiums or
gifts.
You’ll prefer Camels quality!
18 cents a package
Camelm are sold everywhere in ecientifically mealed pack•gea of 20 cigarettem or ten packagea (200 cigarettee) In m
glaaame-paper covered carton. We atrongly recommend
t/um carton for the home or office aupplyor when you travel

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.
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C'*st Saver of Frocks,
Too—-Ccmeu in A * i Shades
and Sizes.
an'*

■

«h-

nemoi

*ti**fly prwa

<

upoluiry

t«»

in1

his

fcr afternoon

|»I• *a

th t

ofTert;
«-i! «»ne were* it m
hen opposed It.
•
l«> 1Horn*
:if* h
happened t«>
that lie !'*»It him* -If growing
reman
raor**
ml more timid as ho prow old“No w. t: 1. r
er.
replied the relentlew barrister 'vvory on*.* knows tin*
olderr■
the more sheepish
he becomes.**

Those darling little silk aprons, usui’y taffeta. are becoming quite the
r il'*»
for afternoons, says a fashion
r f.*r.
<’. >• doesn’t r«. !ly entertain
In them, you know, except very Int’ •rr.ially indeed, hut they certainly are
fk -Jr*v#*:*s ;>r wearing about the
hot. ;e.
Imcks will become spotted,
r.o matter how dainty aud careful we
•:re. and the little aprons protect them
r’Utlfu’ly. They are all shapes and
Fr.endthip.
Friendship Is the transfiguration of sizes, some mere patches of silk. whU•»
servlo*; the creation of n new mo- others are shirred In quite generous
tive; redeeming I'fe from Its drudgery, fashion entirely about the waistband,
and sending the pulse-beat of joy Into meeting In the buck. They arc easy to
the most trivlnl task.—Donald Sage make, and one often can economically I
1
use left-over bifc.s or silk from »owns
Maekay.
or cut an apron from the best part of
an old discarded silk frock.
Let me
describe a few for you:
A little gray Qunkory apron reaches
to the knees and displays two halfinch tucks above a three-inch hem. It
Is prettily shirred to a silken waistElbiwortli People Should Act
band, a second row of fine shirring beIn Time.
ing run below the belt, and then the
1< >«_,u suffer from
backache;
gathers radiating from this carefully
If you have headaches, dizzy spells;
j stroked Into place In quite the oldIf in*
kidney secretions are irregular,
time sewing way. The upper portion
i>ou t delay—likely your kidneys are
of the apron should extend only to the
sick.
two side fronts of milady’s waist, but
Ellsworth people recommend Doan’s the
plain silken waistband comes to
Sidney Pills.
within two Inches of meeting at the
Here * au Ellsworth woman’s
experi- back. To the waistband are attached
ence.
sash ties of the silk which, when tied,
Mrs. Emma N. Burke, 13 Liberty St.
form a pretty streamered bow. Then,
*)*»:
‘About two years ago, 1 suffered
upon the two sides of the apron are
consider* oly
from kidney aud bladder
rounded patch pouch pockets, prettily
trouble. My back paiued me, especially
shirred with a double row of stitching
• hen
1 had |0 *tand ou my feet
any
the tops. On the left-hand pocket
Itngih of tune. 1 had other distressing at
is placed a little floral motif made of
kidney disorders. I saw Doan’s Kidney
a wee, stuffed, round cushion apple
P‘ils highly advertised aud 1
got a supply covered with henna silk tfnd centered
from Alt gander's
Drug Store. 1 reFrench knots; this “flow- |
vived great benefit from the first and 1 with yellow
er-frult" Is accompanied by gray-green
Uncertainly recommend Doan’s Kidney ribbon
foliage.
Pills
mi

Is Kmtinds, with wide scrolls through
the center nod woven borders. These
have a name all their own; they are
Bo-Peep veils. Just so Into one of the
best shops and try them all on before
the mirror and then buy so many of
the one that flatters you most, and
you will be successfully veiled.

STYLE

FOR

SCHOOL

GIRL

a

dealers.

for a
Dey Pills
the same that Mrs. Burke
Poster Mil burn
Co.,
Mfgrs.,

•■»k

N. Y.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
Till"

hi

miimii Hllivn

llV»-Trin»

l>nul.L A,k(»J lil <
DIAMOND HKAND I'lUN Ik u
run kiu.n M BcO. Skint. Ai»»r* K.U.M.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

More Rheumatism
Than Ever Before
tler«yiiieri.
Lawyers,

Brokers, MeMerchants Stricken.
Rbeumatiz is having bis
innitf this*r‘end and
a few words of cauyear,
tion
rom on® who knows all about it
may
not
not be

chanics

anil

amiss.

damp weather, keep
youp*fLk*Ui)ljtr8an^*navoid
alcoholic drinks,
If
geu
y°u» or sciatica, end
you hri*rnaii8m
pain

orI»«nat

usualiv
once

tw*n**H gnawing
ioinlB
muscles, you can
r,d °* ftl* »«ony in
just a few
oue
'"K
teaspoonfui of itbeuma
or

lcno^’

ab°ot Rbeuma; it’s

oyet» Powfrtu,j cheap, yet sure,
Vlong time]
AlexandeXntWK,tt,e wl“
V*th the nnrt*hBr,UaCy Wl11 MUPplV you
that
it must rid
you of tU
,.Uf?|^or*taiiding
rhe,»»atic pains or
back.
*nd

a

^lASls

CUM

^rTfftmii-irf"Jii1l 111 m in

ill'll

IGLE

DOUBLEMINT
^winggum
w

Sealed Tight Kept Right

Balsam Gum.
The gum of the balsam fir. Abies
bnlsamea, is known commercially as
Canada balsam, and is largely used in
the manufacture of optical Instruj
ments and in various other ways about I
scientific laboratories. There is a constant market for it, the price varying
with the quality and the supply. Some
time ago a fair quality was worth liO

Flavor Lasts
End Ycur BUNION PAIN

Tonight!

HERE IS GOOD NEWS

FAIRYFOCT gives instant bunion relief. It takes out the swelling

and removes the

lump.

No

ugly pads to wear—do
absorbs and brings your
and shape. Wear your
regular shoes''
°es
■*|rJK,'N— walk as much as you want
FAlRYFOOT
T win
will
make you forget your misery.
Over 72,000 people in 'v .XVv the last six months got rid
of their bunions by using
FAIRYFOCT
fr*
Why
don t you try it too? It will cost
■%<! ^'xyou nothing if it does
not satisfy. We guarantee it. We
/have a FAlRYFOOT
remedy for every foot trouble.
iy
appliances

or

on. FAIRY
operado
/jN^KOOT soothes,
foot back to :tanormal
size

—

pound.

ALFX XNKKW’i

PH MlHAf’Y. P.l «o.vnrfh. Ole.

arme'j
A

The Garage Manager’s Advice
“Well, 1 tell you. Mr. Smith, I don’t think it pays to fool
with inferior mixtures. If 1 were you I’d use Polarine. There’s
a good high quality oil that’ll keep your car
smooth-running
and powerful.
Regulated properly, it’s the right oil for

VEIL

IS

IMPORTANT

ASSET

—

Buffalo,

5P£Apfi//jvr
PERFECT

Chance

Don’t simply
kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidall

at

[£WR/GLEYSiM

Every bottle warranted, but not one returned, is the report regarding: Dr.SETH ARNOLD’S BALSAM, (the best Summer Remedy)
from a large number of druggists in the
South. Warranted by C. K. Alexander.—Advt.

highly.

Price HOc

In motion toward it all at once.
Generally speaking, it can of course
he said that a cow takes the method
physiologically the easiest for her in
getting on her feet, remarks the
Rochester Post Express. The headend-up procedure probably produces
muscular stresses and Interior discomforts which she understands better
than she can explain.
It is open to
question also If she ever In all her
ruminations reflected on the matter;
nor is it clear
that It is worth our
while to do so, since it Is
only an inconsequential fact with an Immaterial
reason behind It.
It is an Interesting
bit of Information, and it
might be
profitable in imaginable emergencies
to know’ how an animal
normally acts
and which is the danger end of her to
be avoided. But the obscure cause of
it is of no apparent practical
importance, for It Is just one of those things
that are so and might as well be so
as something else.
It seems fair from all that Is known
of the cow, to acquit her of
any disposition to do things hind end foremost
out of cantankerousnes9, or to cling
to a notion or method
through perversity or pride because it happens to
be hers. There is no evidence of that
domineering spirit in her or of a willful insistence in having her own way.
She does the things that are to be done
sequentially, in order, settles her pressing problems first and leaves to the future others that may arise. Imperiled
by enemies, her way would be to fight
them to a standstill first and leave for
later consideration a bovine league to
secure her against possible new attacks. Her ratlocinative processes may
be limited, but there is reason to believe that ns far as she does see she
sees clearly, never out of focus; that
her intuitions are sure, and that, while
she may sometimes seem to she never
really does things wrong end first or
rlings to a course when conclusive
reasons for abandoning it appear.
On
the whole, therefore, it seems profitable to consider the cow in the field,
how she acts, for Solomon in all his
ejlory was not so wise in all respects
as one of these.

cents per

|

Don’t lake

j

The Greatest Name,
In Goody-Land

7fi

money

Right Sort of Face Covering Enhances
Beauty More Than Any Other
Accessory.
Selecting your veils is as Important
the choosing of your gowns. The
right veil enhances a woman’s beauty
as

more than
any other accessory of
dress.
The manner of wearing the veil, too.
Is important. French women spend a
great deal of time adjusting their veils,
and consider it time well spent.
More types of veils are worn now
There Is the exthan ever before.
tremely abbreviated veil, which may
be of maltnes and burely cover the
eyes. Then there are fluttering veils
of real lace.
These appear even on
tailored hats, and they may fall to the
tip of the nose or In line with the chin.
The picturesque type of woman should
wear
flowing veils; her tailor-made
sister fastens this luey face covering
elghtly under her chin und pins it in
the back.
There is as much diversity In the
mesh and the shape of the new veils
as there is In the rest of today’s fashThere are ijquare veils of ocions.
and
scrolls
with
mesh,
tagonal
chenille dots, to he draped over small
hats. Dressy veils have point de Par-

any
A<i attractive frock of white chif^
on with flounces edged In rose taffeta.
It is charming for the little
miss.
...
Lace Inset for Stockings.
Add extravagance of the age: SUk
stockings with lace inset over the In-

step.

But they’re gorgeous.

Rescued by Mother-in-Law.
William Olive of Bridgewater, after
putting a new roof on a dog house In
his yard, was afraid the dog would get
cut on the nails sticking through, and
crawled in to clinch them on the inside. When he had finished the Job
he found that Ids coat was caught on
nail and ho couldn't get out. He
a
made all the imis he could, and finally, after n long "hile, his mother-inlaw heard him.—Boston Globe.
■

The Day’s Worst Pun.
Speaking of things spiritual, an illicit whisky still has been found underneath

a

church in

an

—Philadelphia Inquirer.

Alabama town.

car.

Polarine puts

“You

see

piston

heads which

keeps

“No, indeed—Polarine

an

oil film between your

every hit of power
never

right

cylinder walls and your
behind the pistons.

breaks down when the motor gets hot.

It

body at the highest cylinder heat—and it protects your bearings
and all moving parts against wear.”
Polarine is always uniform and dependable. For sale wherever you see the
red, white, and blue SoCOny sign.

keeps

its

STANDARD

OIL

COMPANY

OF

NEW

YORK

SDCONY
«EG.

U.S.

PAT. OFF.

PRODUCTS

Ike Mdn at 6 reliable dealer
«!••* worlds fcntCooft*

Comsponbrncc

£hc (Ellsworth wlmcricar
A
PCBLISHBD

and

Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
One year.91.50
Four months.50

In the

Six months.7
.8
Three months
...

*

Mt.

APPLICATION

The

government has institute, I
anti-trust suits against the five grea
meat-packing firms, as combination!

early

half

of the

Vernon, Maine,

to

and

Cot. Albert Oreenlaw of Eastport, State
chairman

of

tbe

Maine

branch

of the

American legion, Saturday announced tbe
appointment of county committees of tbe
legion. Those for Hancock county are:
Albion F.
Sherman, Benjamin Hadley,

Kalph

H.

Kingsley,

Harbor.

all ot Bar

KITIKRY TO CARIBOU.
Senators Hale and Fernald, in the interests of the
last week

Maine,

potato-growers of

secured, through the

war

trade

hoard,
removal of the embargo
German potash.
the

department has
highway department
war

Maine

189

nowr

awarded

of the

State of

trucks and

war

on

forty-eijht

rubber-tired trailers. The only expense
to the State is tor transportation
Many
of the trucks are new, never
been
used

having

hour, while the others have been
little. The State formerly owned
only thirteen trucks.
Hon. Leon O. Tebbetts of Waterville
an

used but

has been

created

appointed collector of the newly
district of Maine, with

revenue

headquarters at Augusta in the federal
building of which Postmaster Plaisted is

custodian. Last year Maine contributed
over £20,000,000 in internal
revenue. Several corporations contributed over
a million apiece. One Maine
corporation paid
over two millions.
The salary ol Mr.
Tebbetts will be around f4,000. In all
probability the new district will give employment to 25 or more deputies and
.clerical force. Sub-agencies,
it is

also,
/understood, will be established in Portland, Lew.ston, Houlton and
Bangor,
witn a deputy stationed in
each city to
accommodate

the

bllfe.ljf-we.

local aud community

i’ugeue Simpson has returned home.
Or. Fred Bridgbam of Houlton is

in

town.

Virgil Blaisdell of Bangor

is

in

town.

F. Lovejoy of Rumford is in town

was

fr*tm Lon-

donderry, Ireland, with their parents,
Joseph Alexander and wife, about 1842.
The greater part of her life had been
spent in Ellsworth.

Emery

and

in town

wife

of

Charles Chandler and

family

at

Five hundred
acre*
of
▼ v
land, within two miles of
F llswort-h-fMjttotflce »mi one mile from Washington JunctloSr—Will sell the whole lot or a
part on easy terms. This will pay better interest than bank stock or government bonds.
I wi 1 also sell another lot of one hundred
acres of farm and green wood land, within
one mile of
Ellsworth postofflce, on easy
terms. The farm cuts five *ons of hay. ana
has a small barn on It.
A. C. Hawbktby,
Ellsworth.

Brooks.

engin***

C1HKVROLRT

iUga.

I

weeks
each.

from
old.
pure-bred
Fbbd G. Smith. EllsTelephone. 129-18.

I>108—Bis
stock, •
worth. Me.

7

Sfclp

C83antifc.

sell Vanilla after school hours.
Send fl.00 for eight (•) bottles which refor 25 cents each. Send for free sample
w.*Knau> Kithac-t Co
Sanborn.
to

BOYS

CjunhrvJrJ

SCHOOL, OP STREET FLOOR. CUSTOM HOUSE. BOSTON,
MAI*

a cumk

490.

\<>GS—Pedigreed Pointer pups. For information, pedigree and pbotoa. aitdress H. B. Starwood. Harrington, Maine.

tail

APPLY AT

R. E. Btbvbws. Ellsworth.

hpul»N

a

treasurer, Miss Alice Holt; executive
committee, the above-named officers and
W. H. Osgood, F. B. Snow and
E. J.

ooa.twu^*'

car.
mode) 90. new
run
over ftgMQ mile#;
two new rear tires and one
seen at Silvy A Linnehan’s

1918; been driven 4^00
miles;
battery and tires this season;
in
first-class
Address. Min a an
shape.
Krirtby, Brooklin. Me.

schools ot U. S. Shipping Board

FREE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six wmU fits for third
mate*,
or higher, open to men of two year*' doc* experience, ocean or
^ ®
equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, hay or sound.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, flu for
thi*
assistant angineer «* license or higher, open to men of mechanical and
^
Ing experience, including locomotive and stationary engineers, machinists
marine engines, graduates of technical schools and marine oilers and
**
tenders
Navigation Schools, Mass Inst ef Technology. Cambridge. Mass..
and Portland. Me ; Engineering School. Maas Inst, of Technology,

touring
this spring;
little
OVERLAND
good condition;

new

_

To all persona interested in either of the
tatea hereinafter named.

es-

probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the twelfth
day of August in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred aud
nineteen
and
by adjournment
from
the
fifth
day of said Augusta, d. 1919. term of said

At a

HOTEL HELP WANTED
pf A WOMBN and girls wanted for best
Ul/ year around hotel* in
Maine; IS
waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women.
and
all-around
cook* Bell and
£hefs, pastry
nuss
ana
boys, second
third cooks for
hotel positions, Apply always to Maini Hotbl Aobkcy. new quarters. 9C> Main street.
Established
87
Bangor.
sears.
HOC girls
wanted for best summer hotels.
Inclose
r*P*T'
grade housework

Md"

teen*

court.

following

matters haring been presented for the action thereupon herein*
af*er indicated, it is
hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons intercausing a copy of this order to be
***«,.•
published three weeks successively in the
Kllsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that
they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth on the second day of September, a. d.
1019. at U*3 ©f '1** clock in the forenoon,
and be beard th^WD if they see cause
William N. Means.
6( ftedgwlck. in
said county, deceased. A certWw .fitstrdment
purporting to be the last trill ana ‘*«Ument
of said deceased, together with
petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the executrix withoot
giving bond, pre I
sen ted by Lncia
A. Means, tnt executrix
therein named.
Frances A.
iate of Bucksport. in
8aa*sy.
said county, deceased
A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with
petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the executors
withoot givtog bond, presented by Charlotte R.
Swaxey and Frances S.
I arker, the executors therein named
Isabel Alexander, iate ol Eilsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur- 1
b«‘he last will and testament of.
said deceased,
together with petition for prohAte thereof and For the appointment of the
executrix without giving bond,
present*) by i
executrix therein

THE

irgal Kottm.

To oil pernonx Inlerxsteu m
,|,ber °*
o» to.
ta# o.
loteo here! nofte Domed:
At o prooMe coart held ot
Elloworth
tor the
county or Honcock
",l*> tioy of Aaituot. in tlie
141
yeor of
°“* thott**I,<1 Dln'
bnudrod

1

itmalr Jbrlp Cflsntrft.

aa

following rootlero hoelne
THErented
for the notion tbereono^t"
otter

_

onW^i h'S''
.S*

tndicnted. it io hereby
notice thereof be giren to »||
ented. by coaoingn copy of thioord.
publlohed three
hi!,worth American, o newaconeot Kllowortb, In oold
oppeor ot o probote court to be held
worth.) on the necond day of
d. Itlt, ot ten of the clock
ond be heard tberron If
they oet

»«K

*
.occwlliri''u°
J,? ***
eouoly!*tCf, fai,1***

Sf*
Sent.JfL®11''1

£**.?*"■

couij”

OoroUne P. (»lnn. late of Buck.port i,
county, deceooed. A certain inatnim..?
portlnttoo. ,he loot wilt and

'teMuntoTaf
|0J“ *

■old deceooed. together with
petlti„r,
bate thereof, preaented
by
bmlth. the executor therein named.

Tb«xwT>8

Aaroh E. Hotnef. late of
Bnckapo,. {.
county, deceooed. A certain inelrunwnt
port n« to be the loot will ond
aaid deceooed. together with
petition lo,
bate thereof and for the
oppointmeni
executor without giving bond,
Boy B. Homer, lb. executor

Sr
t«um,-? I;
^
JZ
pre»#ni.Iir

Store tot.i*'

B. Higgins, late of
Eiiawortb i.
told county, deceased. A certain
purporting io be the last will and
of said deceased, together with
petihoa
pro note thereof and tor the
the executor without glrtog bond.
d»wom
*
L. Higgins, the executo,

Catherine

Guests

were:

at

pLaces/°f

Hev.

by^Ku.l

!

accompanied
Aug. 11.

him back.

H.

Where It Couldn't Be Lo*L
When I was asked to be the best
man at a friend’s redding 1 thought
right away of the many stories that I
had heard of losing the ring and not
being able to find it at the right moAs I walked to the altar on the
ment.
wedding day my fear grew, so I reached In my vest pocket, found the ring,
I felt
and slipped it on my finger.
relieved, but after the last "I do” had
been said and the ring was asked for
I found that I could not get It off. My
hands got cold and perspiration came
I twisted and
out on my forehead.
pulled—moments stretched Into age*.
At last. In desperation, I put my finger
in my mouth and sucked the ring off.—

Newton,

wife
are

at

and

Dal-

keith.

Exchange.

Emma Whitaker recently visited
sisters, Mrs. L. D. Perry in Sorrento
and Mrs. B. F. Baker.
Miss

her

Literal Obedience.
My little nephew, who was continuMiss Juliette Simpson of New York is
ally saying that he was mad at one of
visiting her parents, Charles P. Simpson his
playmates, had been told by hi*
and wife.
mother to say “provoked" Instead of
Mrs.
C. A. Stimeon of Cambridge, “mad." One
day he came running into
Mass., is visiting her nephew, Phillips
the room where 1 was sitting and in
Eaton.
j gasps told me he had Just seen a proRev. M
Nichols of Massachuaetts and
voked dog running down the street.—
Prospect Harbor preached at the church Exchange.
Sunday evening. Byron Stevens rendered

|

solo.

James Helm, jr., ana family of Louisville, Ky., George Walker and wife of
|
Brooklyn, N. Y., Theodore Jewell, wife
and son Edson of Newton, Mas9., are at
“Abendruh.”
j
H.
Aug. 11.
i
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
country than ail other ai*-eaaes put together
anil for years it was supposed to he incurable
Doctors prescribed local remedies, and bj
constantly failirg to cure with local treatment. pronounced it incurable. Catarrh is
local disease, greatly influenced by constitu
tioual conditions and therefore requires con
stitutional t<eatment. Hall's Catarrh Medi
cine, manufactured hy t'. J. Cheney A Co.
Toledo. Ohio, is a constitutional remedy, ii
taken internally and acts through the Bioor
on the Mucous Surfaces of the .SystemOo<
Hundred Dollars reward is offered for anj
fails u
case that Hall s Catarrh Medicine
Send for circulars and testimonials.
cure.
F. J. CHENEY A OO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 78c.
Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.

BEYER & SMALL
Investment Securities

towards his said wife as a faithful, true and i lied for settlement.
affectionate husband; that on the a>th day of
Rufus H. Emery, late of Bucktpor, 10 eeid
March. 1915. the said Mary t'losaou utterly
to work in the ship yard.
lounty, deceased. r-econd ana flee; account
84 EXCHANGE
deserted )oor libellant without cm use and
>t James H
Emery and Hervr% H Emery,
to oarls unknown to him; since HeptrmMAINE went
ruateei* filed for settlement.
Miss Doris Spencer of Bangor is visitber, 1915, he has never aeec or hsrard from I
Nathaniel
H.
Howie, late of Gouidi&oro.
her; tnat said utter desertion has continued I
ing at F. E. Blaisdell’s.
n
eald county, deceaaed. Petitiou filed by
for three consecutive years prior to the filing
ten jam in
T
announce
our
of
Howie.
ad mimetretor. tor
this
that
her
libel;
residence
is
unknown
Ernest Scammona wife and little oaugh- !
incense to
aall certain real relate of aaid
to your libellant and cannot be ascertained
ter of Bath are visiting S. R. Scammons
we
by reasonable diligence: that there Is no leceaaed. situated in aald Gou Ids boro, st*
collusion between your libellant and toe said ! no re fully described In said petition
and family.
Edward de Veaus Merretl, late of PbiledelMary Clesson to obtain a divorce; wherefore
he
»hia PennaylTania. deceased
Petition S*«
Paul Blamdell, who is
prays that a divorce may be decreed be
employed by
us
iw«*en him and the said Mary Ciosson for the
Louise Diesel Morrell, executrix of tb<
i)
the Eastern Manufacturing Co.,
cause above set forth.
a»t will and teaiameu! of aaid deceaaed. tb»t
South
Fkbbmss N. C'LoasoN.
be amount of
the inheritance Mi on U*
Brewer, is home for two weeks.
-state of aaid deceased, be determined by tk*
July 2ft. 1919.
Subscribed and sworn to belore me this 25th
of pronate.
udge
T. L. Blaisdell, wife and little daughters
day of July. 1919.
Frederic May. la'e of Waabiagton. District
William K. Wmnso,
>f Columbia, deceased.
spent the week-end with Judge Blaisdell
Petition filed bf
Public.
11utcene (iotf of said
lit
and wife in Newport.
Washington prey?a|
bat the
8TATE OF MAINE.
appointment of said petitioner,
kugen* One. named as trustee in ibe i**1
B.
Aug. 11.
Hancock as.
Hvpbbmb Judicial Cocbt.
eili and testament of aaid deceased, be coni
In Vacation.
ironed by aaid Court.
Ellsworth.
%i.
a.
d.
1919.
July
nrf.t
v
ialj
had*.% Heal Iron Toulc.
Nancy A- Maddocks. late of BIUwortk.ii
Uuon tbeforegoing libel, ordered
That the
TYPEWKM I N». llVtd NTl.Xtt A Mi
laid county,
deceased. Petition filed
ibeliantgive notice to the said libellee to ap- Sew Et
It is good to know that there is today a
oKNM.Al. t’hKKK Al W'uiiK.
gland Equitable Insurance Cotupnny.
before
the
of
our
pear
Justice
m
•
Uuion
'aius<
supreme
l^^itM
corporation
organised under the law*
truly effective preparation for the relief of Agent rur
to
cjurt.
oe
holden at Ellsworth,
lurnULtog Probate .»n.1 Aureijr hero judicial
Massachusetts, and doing business iu Boston,
those that suffer from nervousness, weakness,
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
fro®
n aaid state, that it
may be discharged
the effects of overwork, of care, anxiety and AgeutOlivei TyjK-wiiu-i; tjrjK-wi.*rr *»uppiiei second Tuesday of October a. «L 1919, by pubtil liability for any subsequent but notW
Remov ed to 1 School StK: la worth. Mw
lishing an attested copy of said libel and this
t*c
worry.
iny prior breach of trust as surety up*>D
order thereon, three weeks successively in
Himiliven by Lynwood V. Giles, a* admit*
It is called 1’eptiron, and has many advantbe Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed
at rat or of the estate of said Nancy A n**1*
in
in
Ellsworth,
our county of Hancock, the
tages as a preparation of iron in that it does
locks
last publication to be thirty days at least
not cause constipation,
nor
disturb the
rtenjamin Thompson, late of Msriaville.it
prior to the second Tuesday of October ueit,
nor
the
that
id county, deceased
stomach,
teeth.
she may there and then in our said court
Petition filed by ><■
injure
*
ATTORNEY AT LAW
mland Equitable Insurance Company.
appear and answer to said libel.
It is a real iron toaic, combining iron so as
tbe law* 01
under
Llmkk
rpora-ioa
organised
B.
Dkaay,
to secure the
best effects of this great
Bostos.
in
NOTARY PUBLIC
Juatice of the hup. Jud. Court.
tssachusetts, and doing business
A true copy of the libel and order of court
said state, that it may be discharged iron
streugtbener. with nux, celery, pepsin and
lo*
thereon.
other equally approved touics and digestives. Corner of Maiu and Water
liability for any subsequent but not to«
Street*. Ellsworth
AUMtt»T. P. Mamonbv, Clerk.
y prior breach of truai as surety upon
There is no extravagance, no over statement
nd given
by Lynwood F- Giles, as
•'TATE OF MAINE
in the claims that are made for it.
There is
nistrator for the sale of real estate owne*
the estate of said Benjamin Thompson
.%.*■»*»I XfrtUltt
no flainboyaucy
in its advertising. It is a
Hancock as.—At a probate court held at
Martin
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
Alley, late of Ellsworth, In
product of the long-establiahed and widely
filed by
deceased. Petition
on
the
fiftn
ttoty,
STATE
OF
of
MAINE.
in
cay
the
August,
known C. I. Hood Company, and this fact is a
year of
Insurance C mpany.
our
Lord
iglund
one
Equitable
thousand nine hundred and
**
Hancock as.—At a probate court neld at
guarantee of its superior worth. Peptiron is
rporation
organized under the laws
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock, nineteen.
assacbuselts,and doing business in Bo»to
sola by all druggists.—Adit.
on the
tlflh day of August. in the year
from
A CERTAIN instrument purporting lobe
discharged
be
said
that
it
state,
may
of our Lord one ihouaand nine hundred and ■A A. a copy of the last will and testament of
inability for any subsequent but not*
nineteen.
EON
TURNER APPLETON, late of COy prior breach of trust as surety upou .A.
A
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
nd
gistn by Lynwood F. Oil**-. M
-TV. a copy 02 the Ust will and testament
HAhfiET, in the county of NORFOLK, and
iclstrator of the estate of said Martin AiW
of
commonwealth of MASSACHUSETTS
jopbla T. Sargent, 1»M of
ROBERT KAIDHN, late of PHILADELPHIA, deceased, and of the
Petition
Id county, deceaaed
probate thereof in said
be
in the county of PHILADELPHIA, and
commonwealth
of
irao. L l>anico, adminUlrator of
Massachusetts,
duly
„
authenticated, having been presented to the
said"deceaaed. that an order t>«
state of PENNSYLVANIA,
of -»'J
Judge of probate for our said county of Han■ tribute among the heira-al-law
deceased, and of the p obate thereof in said cock for the
in the
of being allowed, filed
remaining
purpose
amount
tbe
aaed,
state of
ct «
Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, and recorded in the probate court of our
said adminiatrator on the eettlemeut
said
having been presented to the judge of
count* ol Hancock au.t
lor Utter, Mata,
for our said
of Hancock for the pur- mentarjr to luue to
on pose of be county
William
C.
Appleion, be
E- CL‘'RK
iug allowed, died and recorded in ur,t
lew BERTRAND
bond without auretlea. in accordthn
the probate court of our said county of Han- aocc (Wing
Elteworlh.
at
t Court
with the requ. »t ol aaid tciatrU u „.
cock.
one
of August, in the year ®f
pressed in said will.
nine hundred and ntnet
thouaaud
Ordered., That notice thereof be given to
Ordered, That notice thereof be riven to all
all person < interested therein, by
Ccaaa K. Mullah. Acting Begiat"publishing persona interested therein, by publishing a
acouy oftUiS oruei tu<«e weik. successively
thl* odor three week,
in the Elisr.o.-u.
.ucceuir.l* in
Arueru u,
a
c—itosA E. Mullah. Acting
newspaper
American,
a
newspaper printed
I rinted at EUswortb. in asid county of Hanat til,worth, in said
county ol Hancock, prior
cock. prior to the second ua> of September, a
to th« .econd day ol
I’ALIKK NOTICE.
September, a. d. Hit, that
d
lsl9. that they may appear at a probate
* probate court then to be
AVISO contracted with tbe City
court then to be he d at Ellsworth, in and
for held at Elieworih, in and lor said
of
worth to eupport and care for too
comity
,n.
saiu county of Bat;c«H'k, at ten o'clock in
the Hancock, kt ten o’clock in tbe
0,
forenoon, 'and may need aaeietanc* during «« T®ara
forenoon. And show cause, ii auy he> bare
•now caufte. il aay
they hay*, agatuat the .mg Jan- 1.1*15, and are 1*W>
sgAinst the same
I forbid all persons
1005 1’addock
Ellsworth.
»Bd
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
BEkTUAKD B. CLARK, Judge ol PtonaM. )u my account, as there is plenty 01
el*f
A true copy.
A true copy:
icoommodations to care for them
Boston
Mass. Attest: Claes E. Mlllan.
Acting Register Alt***: CLaaa E. Mcll.n,
Abtmub B. Mitcb*^
house.
Farm
Acting Begiater.
John

U. Hardison has gone to Brewer

STREET,

PORT1.AND,

on

Madeline Dorgau of Ellsworth has been
at W. O. Emery’s the past week.
and

jfet Sal

/

exam 1 nations

DECK OFFICERS
and ENGINEERS

\I WOODLANDgreen wood

G.

meeting of the Village Improvement association, Aug. 2, the following
officers were elected;
President, Mrs. E.
M. Chase;
first
vice-president, Mrs.
Ethelbert Nevin; second vice-president,
Mrs. Florence Merrill;
secretary and
At

FREE TRAINING

■—-■■■'■■■■

May be

MARINE

presented, experienced men to secure

Id preparation for license

election.

spare.
garage.

in

BncisportLojo and Bnildiii Ass’a,

Saturday.

Harold Chandler

family,
Tinckom-Fernandez,
Henry Clough and family,

Opportunity

SKM0

Emery of Cambridge, Mass.,
the guest of Mrs. A. S. Cummings.
were

Coburn Haskell and
W.

U. S. MERCHANT

the Biuehill Inn last week
inetrolm
u,uZJIJ
James Cairns and wife, Warren Cairns, Winchester, England;
Mrs.
nppSiotmrat 2
ovca,,JVi
win
leave
aianset 12.10 noon,
Edna Long and
family, Jacksonville,
jsprcial ^otifts.
it,
i touching at Southweat Harbor, Nortta- Fla.; J. E. King and wife and
Mr.,
1
Amanda O. Thompson. late of E
east Harbor, S al Harbor and Bar Harbor, Chamberlain,
Mrs. Bok and TITHBN io need of buttons mute up to
W.rtk
in
Boston;
1
Mid county, deceased. A certain
▼T
match your garment, try H. J HctchintniMi
n*ra**d
arriving Mt. Desert Ferry 2.50 p. m., family Philadelphia; Walter Camp and t»«»,
14 Central St
purporting to be the laat will an<1 utuataBangor, Mr. Al! mail
W.
I connecting with
Of
Mid
Bar Harbor
George
deceased, together with 1*01*. for
Haynes, late of Mount Deaert.
express, family, Frances
Helson, New Haven, order* promptly attended to.
*■ ***“ county,
deceased
probate thereof and for the appoint L
Petition that
t train No. 156, leaving at 3.10 p. m.
Conn.; Ac timed Abdullah, Jean Wick
rrank h Uai nea or some other suitable per
the executor without giving
80ftn»**r.*
nn#
sou
be
pound of oir homeappointed adnilnist a tor of the estate
by Chfford N. Thompson, the wecuierthwtia
| Steamer leaving Manset at 6.55 p. m.. Adams, Mrs. Carpenter, Miss Amy Weeks, j
made dov..
f said deceased, without
*’iuge
Postpaid to
giving bond, preSouthwest Harbor 7.10 p. m.. Northeast Mrs. Hough, George Conant and wife, i any aldres*
U'Mirk^wjw
sented by Frank K. Haynes, sou aud heir of
Casdy Shop.
ClBra Brim er. iate of Mariaville. .a mi
Portland,
Me,
said deceased.
Harbor 7 25 p. m., and Seal Harbor 7.50 Miss Ruth Conant,
Douglass Coffin, E. F.
county. deceased
Petition that
bx/ica g
William H. Stevens, late of Oocidaboro. in
Viotxl or vome other suitable person beta,
p. m., will be discontinued after SunPooley, Miss Margaret McIntyre, Judge
raid county, deceased. Fetitiou that William
I
pointed administrator of the estate of 1*4
day, Aug. 17.
F Bruce or some other suitable
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
William MeAdoo and family, Mrs. Annie
he
person
deceased, resented by Charles
Morrtaxa
It will be
appointed administrator of the estate of said i a creditor of said deceased.
noted that commencing Carlson and Mrs. Gruber, New York.
or THE
deceased, presented by Clarence Decker, heir
Monday, Aug. IS, the only connection
of said deceased.
Laura H. Jones, late of Hrooksviiie. iami
All county records for a pitchers’ battle
county, deceased
Petition that Jsmei H.
beyond Bar Harbor for Seal Harbor,
Martin Alley, late of Ellsworth, in said
Jonca or aome other suitable person tx ttr
coauty. deceased. First account of Lynwood
Northeast Harbor. Southwest Harbor and this season were brokeu Saturday, when
pointed ladminixtrator of the estate ot mi
F Giies. administrator. Died for settlement.
Biuehill
the
1919.
Radios at Bar Harbor.
Huckeport. July 1,
played
deceased, without glviug bond. prrtemMbr
Manaet, will be writh the Boston train,
Frank Haddocks, late of Ellsworth, in said
L’icy W
Jones, oue of the heirs-at ixv of
marred by a serious W. H. CiiDNSt, President.
No. 127, easthound and the Bar Harbor The game was
F ret account of Lynwood
county, deceased
•aid deceased.
Fka:**
F.
F.
Smith,
Giles,
accident
in
administrator.
the eighth
Secretary. ;
Bled for settlement
iuning, when
express. No. 156, westbound.
Charles Page, late of Bucksport. is mi
A. P. Pack, Treasurer.
Nancy Haddocks, late of Ellsworth, in said
Biuehill'*
sterling
After Sunday, Sept. 7, steamer service Saunders,
pitcher,
county, deceased. Petition tnat Ko> W p*f«
Directors-A. F Page. P. H. Ward well, W. county decease*!. First account of L. F. Gltes.
ur some other suLaole
while H.
person be appoiug
to and from Hancock Point, will be broke his arm above the elbow
Gardner. H. R. Googins. Frank F. Smith. administrator. Bled for settlement
administrator of the estate of said tfrrttM.
cidie F. Parker, late of Southwest Harbor
attempting a fast inshort. The accident A. L. White. W. C. Conary, 11. H. Condon.
without giving bond, presented
discontinued.
by Key 1
in said county, deceased. First and flu*, aca
son
and
Page,
heir of Mid deceased.
upset the Biuehill team, and it wavered A. A. Lowell.
count of F.tnery P. Parker, executor. Bled for
David W. Weacott, iate of ( astine. ia Mid
settlement.
in
the
two
momentarily
ninth,
NORTH Sl'UJVAN.
rouuty. deceased.
Petition that Percy M.
Everett T. Hale and Helen F^. Hale, minors,
“Cincinnati” hits, a stolen base and a
Organized April 11. 1SW.
escott or some other suitable person ot
of Hrooklin.in said county
ip*
F'.nal
Mrs. Della Jellison returned borne
account of
LIABILITIES.
pointed administrator of the estate of **4
long sacrifice fly allowing Larberg of
Herbert H. Hale, guardian, filed for settlelet eased, without giving bond,
Accumulated capital.
Friday from Enfield, w here she has been the Radios to cross Ur
prorated ty
•19.957 73
for the only
plate
Herman
M.
Wescott, son and heir-st*Uvof
935 10
Guaranty fund.
visiting her father, G. S. Hooper.
Witness, BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
laid deceased.
run of the
game. The time was 1.25. Profits.
1331*7
said Court.
at Edswortb. this
twelfth
Charles Butler and Mrs. Harnette Tracv Perkins and Snow, Bluehill’s outfield
Edward C. Hodman, late of the city, county
day of August in the year of our Lord one
md slate of New York, deceased
thousand nine hundred and oineteeu
are ill.
Virxt wspecialists, turned in four great running
fount of (teorge M. Uodmau. executor. i.ri
RESOURCES.
Clara K. Mullah, Acting Register.
or aetllement.
Mrs.Ernest Haskell left for her home in I catches and made three of the team’s Loans on mortgages of real estate-. •J0.S3U 09
A true copy.
&&> 00
Attest:— Class t. Mullah, Acting Register
Morrill Friday, after several weeks with i four hits. Brumer for the Radios and Loans on shares.
Alvin B. Kern aid. Ute of Franklin, io mtd
0»*t».
1.04 11
ounty, deceased. K.rat account of Williaa
Mr. Haskell’s parents, F. F. Haskell and 1 Harold Osgood for Biuehill starred in the
STATU or M .4 I Nr
K
Hragdon. administrator, filed for s«tte>
• fc.7l4 20 County or Hancock m.
wife.
infield, repeatedly saving the gAme for
Number of shareholders.
104
To
the
Honorable
their
Justicr
teams
or
of
the Supreme
respective
by great stops
Hollis Watson and wife left list week !
HAnnabE.OrAT.lat* of Penobscot, ia mi
Number of borrowers.
56
Judicial Court, next to be held at fclis- j roouty, deceased.
Final account of let J.
catches. Ihis
is
the third
4^4
pitching Numiter of ehare« outstanding
for North Jay.
within
and for said county on ( ousius. •i.-nuor, filed for
worth,
Number of «ba*-es pledged for loans.
settlement.
j>n
the
second
of
contest that Saunders has featured in j Number of loans.
Tu-srtaj
October, a d. 1114
63
Harriet Hmitb, late of Castioe is nid
R. M. Merchant is home from Guilford
N. Cloaaon. of Ellsworth, in
this season. The scores of the other
‘OUQty, deccaaed- Final accoum of Ckirin
Feank L. Palms*. Bank Commissioner.
j
where he has been
said co nty, hasbaud of Mary Closson.
i McCluskey. administrator. filed lor moemployed.
games were: 1 to 0, and 3 to2. Times:
respectfully rep rebuts that he wa* married
»ral.
Miss Lola Havey of Bethel.Vt., returned
to the said
t'lositon at Lewiston, on the
1.37 and 1.35.
He
will probably never
Mary
»ih day of December. 1»U. by Frank A.
ao^tala T. Sargvot, late of Ellawortk.ua*
3tn>rrtiormnn»
home Friday, alter visiting relatives here
pitch again, as the booe of his arm was
outay. deceaaed. First and finai tcmiini
Morey, a Justice ol the peace, that they lired liram
a few days.
together as husband and w fe at Lewisto
L. Dauicor administrator. ui t«
badly spliutered.
atlltnauL
Androscoggin county. Ma'.ue, from the time
William Hooper, who ia employed in
S.
of their said marriage until the first day of
Aug. U.
Edward de Yeaux Morrell, late ofFtisdtMarch, 1014, at which time they moved to
Northeast Harbor, called on relatives here
>bia, Penney.Tania, deceaaed
Firat nA
Ellsworth. Hancock county. Maine; Ihst your
!
Inal account of Louie* U. Morrc I. eiecaint.
libellant
has
Friday night. Miss Gusaie Robertson
conducted
himself
always
EAST FRANKLIN.

Miss Alice

a

She
came

the
one of

New York;
Boston; Mrs. Maurice Bullard and two
Dr. Marshall
sons. Manchester, N.
H.;
and family, Alfred; Flossie Veagle, Portland.

Steamer leaving Mt. Desert Ferry 12.30
in connection with the Bar Harbor
express, train No. 153, will not
run
j beyond Bar Harbor after Sunday, Aug. 17.
i Steamar leaving Mt. Deaert Ferry 1.15
p. m., Mondays only in connection with
local train No. 115, * ill not run
beyond
liar Harbor after Monday, Aug. 11.

Miss Charlene D. Wilson arrived Saturday for two weeks vacation.
Miss Elizabeth Simpson is home from
Boston on a vacation.

Dr.

active in

seventeen children who

Cleveland;

noon

;

N. F. Lincoln and wife of Cambridge,
Mass., are in town.
Miss Nellie Abbott, formerly of this
town, is a guest of H. L. Cleaves.

Ralph

Ellsworth, long

Congregational society.

Arrivals:
Mt.

business.

Mas-.,

seventy-

of the esteemed

|

town.

is

residents of

was one

As

George L. Osgood of Ayer, Mass., is in
L.

was

Have Varying Terms.
Judges of the state supreme courts
arc chosen for a fixed term of years,
varying from two in Vermont to 21 in
Pennsylvania.
Eighteen states have
a term of six years, seven states of
eight years, five states of 12 years,
one of fourteen
years and one of fifteen.
Indiana has six years. In all
the states they are eligible for re-

1.''HERMAN

SULLIVAN HAKBOK.

Mrs.

Miss Alexander

were

Desert Ferry float Changes.
The Maine Central also announces the
not on the
national
prohibition
amendment ratified by the last legis- following changes in Frenchman’s Bay
lature.
Such is the decison of the boat service effective before the change
to winter schedule on September 2S:
supreme court.
Effective Monday. Aug. 18, steamer
leaving Mt. Desert Ferry daily 7.40 a. m.,
COUNTY tiOSSIP.
will run through beyond Bar Harbor to
Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthD. O. Rtxlick ol Bar Harbor was one west Harbor anu Manset in
connection
of the candidates who successfully passed with train
No. 127, due Mt. Desert Ferry
the State bar examination last week.
7.30 a. m. daily.

to the

She

of

The voters of Maine will be giver
an opportnnity to vote on the quee
tion of giving women the right tc
vote for
presidential electors, but

The

shock.

hastened

five years of age.

nineteenth

Boston,

paralytic

a

was

Dr. Greely’s father was a member Leora Eaton of Winterport, are visiting
General Washington’s staff, doubtless Judge Snow and wife.
he
was
personally acquainted with
Hervey Brown and wife and Mrs. Rose
General LaFayette.
Crockett of Boston were the guests of K.
H. G.
8. Osgoodand wife last week.

o

living.

and

by

time,

but the end

____________

These grea
of the prict

get a
the people pay for the privilege
concerns

of

name

some

For years she made her home with her
listers, Mary and Sarah Alexander. Mary
died in 1911. To the sister Sarah, the last
La Fayette was the guest of the nation,
now
left
survivor of this large family,
it being his first visit to this country
alone, the sympathy of the community
since the American Revolution, in which
; goes out in fullest measure.
he had taken such a prominent part,
The funeral was held at the home Sunmore than forty years before.
day afternoon. Rev. R. B. Mathews offiPrevious to this, Dr. Greely was a
ciating.
student in the office cf Dr. John Warren,
a famouF Boston surgeon and grandson of
BLUEHILL.
General Joseph Warren, who fell at the
Thomas Grindle and family and Miss
battle of Bunker Hill.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1919.

products.
large part

mention

for

present at the laying of the corner-stone
of Bunker Hill monument, and had the
pleasure of hearing Daniel Webster in
one of his
great orations and shaking
hands with General LaFayette.

Basiness communications should be ad
dressed to, and all checks and money order)
made payable to The Hancock County Pub
lishing Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

to control food

love

century, the late Or. Samuel Qreely and
wife rode in a two-wheeled chaise from

Single Coplea.05
ADVERTISING RATES ON

which the

Friday

died

Alexander

evening at her home on Birch avenue.
Miss Alexander had been 10 poor health

evokes, 1 will relate an
incident in the lives of two who later
became residents of this town.

PUBLISHING CO.

W. H. Trru«, Editor and

veneration

LaFayelte’s

Miss Isabelle

Ml., Aug. 11, 1919.

To the Editor of the Amertcan:
Apropos of the great war and

ELLSWORH. MAINE
HANCOCK COUNTY

Story of LaFayette.

EI.LHWOKTH

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Ht&.itiermrnu.

OBITUARY.
MISS ISABRLLR ALEXANDER.

Alaska’s Government.
Alaska is an unorganised territory.
controlled by the laws passed by the
Cnlted States congress and its administrative and Judicial officers, including
the governor, are appointed hv the
president of the On.ted States. There
Is no general legist .tlve body, but the
larger town* are allowed to incorporate and elect governing officials.

We
to
clients |
that
have engaged Mr.
Edward E. Chase of Bluehill to represent
in Penobscot, Hancock and Washington Counties.

8*1_Notary

t3To;»;«umn

L iCE

H

■

SCOT

<

ROBE

HT

P.

K1NG

_

if

“dl

Several Acres of Land

probate'

J“d‘'titU
JJJL,,.

of the Mt. Desert

Muchadoo About 0.
A little book with the title of “The
Vest Pocket Argument Settler" has
been observed at a book store. Now
who in the world ever had such an argument about a vest pocket as to try
to write a book about It? Maybe the
book wasn’t about vest pockets, after
alL

Islands.

Begiat^

For

information,

address

E. E. STUART
Bldg.,

L.TJ

P,,**rc*5

IV

ofK^

m

J*K.“S*af

-—

2U>brcti*rmtnt*.
bask ball.

Don’t miss this

year’s

Kill worth’s

streak
mains Unbroken.

Take

l

a

day

Re-

Ellsworth baseball team continued its
winning streak last week, taking two

Bluehill Fair
September

UNITARIAN

Winning

more games

2-3-A

for a total of ten in a row.
The club has two hard
games on hand for
this
week-to-day with the Harrington
team, w itb “Cy” Young in the boa for the
visitors, and Saturday with the Rice <&
Miller team of Bangor, which won
the
first game with Ellsworth.
WEDNESDAY’S GAME.

or

two

off, help make

up the

biggest crowd
Meet your old friends,
that ever flocked to Bluehill.
make some new ones. See the exhibits in every department

Ellsworth fans thought the home team
courting defeat when it invited the
fast Bangor A. A. team to come here for a
game, and when
the visitors arrived
With a team strengthened
by three men
was

Household Hints

Appalling Airplane Acts

F Bigger
as

Base Ball
Rarest Races
Marvelous Midway

Everyone else will be
well come too.

there, you might

BANGOR FAIR

three

in

men

row, with the bases full.
That is one of the features of Jordan’s
pitching—lack of “nerves” in tight places.
And he always keeps the tether on bis
a

Don’t

ment.

new

miss

manage-

this, the

of the

inning Ellsworth jumped on
Heal, the Eastern pitcher who had relieved Kanally in the s xth, and
pounded
same

Following

is

a com-

ab.
5

Joy,3b
Sturtevant,

rf

bh.

r.

a.

po.

WHITE, Secretary

4

2

5

10

Fortier, If
Johnston, If
LJordan, lb
Shea, ss
E Jordan, p,
Lounder, 2b,
Robinson, cf

1

0

4

0

Muldoon, lb
Heal, ss, p
Souci, c »
Johnson, If, ss
Murphy, 3b
Carter, 2b
Jameson, cf
Mahoney, rf
Kanally, p, ss,

£

She also touched upon the
part Ellshad played in the Revolutionary
war and the War of
1812, and mentioned
Che fact that Ellsworth had its first fire

The

of

was

paper

interest

rare

rain,

a

part of Thurs-

iay

4

0
1

'rom

0

lummer

12

11

SURRY, MAINE

md the

New
in

27

There

r.

bh.

po.

a.

0

0

9

0

who

Paper That Stops Coining When Subscription
No more subscription bills-piling up unExpires.
expectedly. You get what you pay for, but the paper
will’not be forced upon you beyond that time.
The

Bluehill.

Bucksport delighted

the audi-

informal

was an

he

latter

year

andjaddress, and
for eight months, or

name

receive the paper
if more convenient) for four months.

a

$1

bill,

Wednes-

well attended

in

spite of the

Lloyd Torrey
for

a

few

of Dark

7

5

24

8

0

0

0

3

0

0

2

2

Harbor

Kane

is

here

visiting her parents

wife.

Mrs.

Margaret Allen of
is visiting M. A. Caspar.

0—7

is

days.

Miss Celia

If 4

GAME.

inrew

uimosi

Satur-

away

that

keeps

the team
a

hard

on

prop-

places were tilled by G. ForTildeo of Ellsworth's substitute

reached the home
score

fireside, and then,
9-2, Ellsworth let go, it

so

extra

inning.
Linnehan
struck out,
Jo) singled,
Jobston was out at
first, and then
Fortier’s single brought In Joy and the
winning run. Following is a complete
summary of the game:

There will be

a

Whitinsville

Red Cross

dance

in

ab.

Sturtevant,

Linnehan,

5

4

p
3b

5

4

4

1

If

6

Fortier, rf, lb 6
p, rf

5

Robinson, cf

ille and

Miss

Wednesday
Aug

Maud Clark

to visit

motored here

relatives.

11.

46

13

ab.

Grant, 2b
Plummer,
T> ler, p
Willey, as

18

30

h.

r.

po.

GOOD LINE OF

Ready-made Clothing
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

Wakefield,

EATON—At Bluehili. Aug 8, to Mr
Forrest A Eaton, a son.

aud

DAVID

Fortier,
Tildeo, rf
G.

Corrected to June 30,1919.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
tew..

*3h40
*4 10
*4zl0
*4 35

Manset
Southwest Harbor
Northeast Harbor
Seal Harbor.
Bar Harbor.

!.
Nicolin.
Green Lake..
Lake
Phillips
—..**)*,
Ellsworth Falls..

..

McKenzie’s.

Holden.
Brewer Junction.

20 11
f7 27 f 12
7 35 12
7 42 12
7 47 f12
f8 00 fl2
8 09 f 12
f8 16 fl2
f8 19
7

Franklin Road.
Washington Junction.

*2*15

..

....

Bangor...

8 23
8 43
t8 50

••ar

••ar

16

12

20

17

ALEXANDER—At Ellsworth, Aug 8, Miss
Isabelle Alexander, aged 75 years, 5 months.
COLBY—At Mt Desert Ferry, Aug 8, Aaron
L Colby, aged 88 years,8 mouths, 8 days.
COLE—At Ellsworth, Aug 8, William H Cole,
aged 64 years, 2 mouths, 10 days.
CHESTON—At Northeast
Harbor, Aug 2,
Alexander Chestou, of Philadelphia, aged

days.

OF

Til AN

«{S.

and

Family

12

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

Best quality Red Lion
0 0
water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch*
I w©-» base
hits,
witK paPfr> Printed with especially made butter paper ink tn comply
new law.
There is cheaper paper on the market; none better,
Fortier 3, Tyler

1

2

0

2

3

2

8

1-13
0-12

Ulmcx U8W

H. W.

DUNN!

Jordan,
Linnehan,
Three-base hits,
Manufacturer and dealer in
Sturtevant, Grant, Willey. Home run,
Plummer. Struck out by Louuder 7, by
Jordan 1, by fyler 6, base on balls off
Lounder 7, Tyler 1 Hit by pitcher, |
Linnehan, Jordan. Stolen barses, EllsMonuments, Tablets and Markers
Left on bases, !
worth 3, Cherrytield 3.
Blloworth and Bar Harbor, Me.
Ellsworth 10, Cfcarryfield 8.
3.

*9 50

5 43
5 48
6 06
6 15
f6 30

10 21

10 42
110 55

f6 43
11 04 6 53
fll 11 17 01

...

•..
•.

11 18

...

11
til

45

*5 30 *5

30

...

JStlO *5 05 *5*9C
3tl7
5 13
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1 05
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§10126
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6 15

§10189
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§7 85! I4t45 *7 05'*11 80

§12
§3
§3
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t9

*1 06
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2

|

A

*5

High Grade Granite and Marble

M

80
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e8 00

e3t00i.
PMIpm'aM AM
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..lv

..lv
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..

e4t04.1
t7 00

00
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*1 25
*5 55

Bar
Seal

Harbor.
Harbor.
Northeast Harbor
Southwest Harbor
Manset.
Sullivan..
Haucock Point.
Sorrento
Bar Harbor.
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80
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25 r6 20
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6 16
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6 36
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1 00|
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fl 10 t5
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r2sl0
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7 02
7 08j
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0S|

if12 16|
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7
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M
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e4t04
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P M

*1
t6

17 00
7 12
7 18
t7 25

*8 15
*9z05

P

el2t45.1
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elt04
f7 00

.lv

Franklin Road.
Hancock
Wauktag (Sullivan ferry)...
Mt Desert Ferry.

*

tlO 30
10 37

J4t45 *7 06 *11

M

50
5 56
5 59
6 07
f6 15
6 21
6 26

e3t00

Ellsworth.
Washington Junction

wiA

§5

.el0t55|el0t55.

Holden...
McKenzie’s.
Phillips Lake.

rt.u

24

*1 30

lv
•lv
.lv

..

.*.

6 40
6 59

...

*4zl0

§5 05 :2 15;.

9 57

f6 35
06

*4 10
*4 35

BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.

New York
Boston via Portsmouth
Boston via Dover.

Brewer Junction.

48
52
50

15 56 J9t20
t9 20
t7 15 t» 151.
*7 48 tom

PM

Bangor.

20
25 J3t41
30

t3 30

Philadelphia.
Washington.

Portland

1

P

Boston via Portsmouth
Boston via Dover.
New York.

*8y:w

.j
§8
8
8

f8
f8

§12 40
*6

CO

6

06

271

31

34!

8 42
8 51
9 05
9 11
f9 18
9 26
9 35

rl2tl4

7 23

*7

r6 20
45

20Ir10
07j

§9 45

rl2t20

f6 32
6 40
f6 49
7 02
7 08
f7 14
17 22
7 30
7 33
•7 40

rl 05 *8y80
rls50.

*8 15

*9z05
*9z25
*9z40
*9/45

r2sl0i.
r2s25.

r2s30

t7

§10

00
10 10
10 45

ts

&5.
+6 05

...

8
*
or
Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, except
Pn not.,ce.to conductorSundays only. J Daily, except Saturday.
Daily, except Monday, e Mon**

t C »ach between Portland and Bangor.
Pullman passengers
e.So \1anf\
r,f)av*
eHf*r
Bangor. y Monday only, h Commencing Aug. 18, leave
w«er8Kr?fa 85
™rtp‘ anri
ra'' 8orre,'l° <,0j P18.
Discontinued after
Aug.
Commencing
i?r
Aug. 17. y Commencing Aug. 18 arrive 8.20
m.
R«r

<u-

n

z

s

p.

DANA C.

DOUG I. ASS.
Federal Mar.ager

Portland

\Tain»-

M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.

THE REASON WHY CLARIONS
because they are made right, from
start to finish, built in a good, old-

fashioned Ntw England plant
T-' by expert workmen under personal supervision of the pro^

prietors.
Painstaking care in choice of
materials, in molding and in fitting
up gives Clarions lasting quality.

DIKD.

Mr. Frank Wbscott.
Mrs. Mbhtie Prrkins.
Mrs. Eburst Prkvost.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Wkscott

Totals
Ellsworth 1
Ch’Aeld
2

*5 05
5 13
5 17
f5 28
15 36

55

*3h40

.i
*6s55
*7sl0
*7s26
*7850
*9 00

53

M.

...

t12zl5
J12z25
J12z40

.iv •••■’.' *16*45

Philadelphia

Sundays
P

Bar Harbor
Sorrento
Hancock Point..
Sullivan.

ALLEN —LY M BURNER—At North Brooksville. July 31, by Rev John Carson, Miss
Ruth Allen, of Brooklin, to Clarence F
Lymburner.of North Brooksville.
CAMPBELL-WEYMOUTH-At Seal Harbor,
July 31., by Rev Mr Brooks, Miss Julia M
Campbell, of Seal Harbor, to Wa ter M
Weymouth, of Brooklyn, N Y.

thanks to our
for the many
of kiuduessand sympathy ex.endedto us
d ring the illness and at the death of our
loved one, aud for the beautiful flowers re-

If

Ellsworth

WALKER D. HIRES. Director Gown) of Rallruilt
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

MARRIKD.

CARD

5

FRIEND

Main Street

UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

Mrs

acts
c

Repairing and

; cleaning a specialty.

ive such remarkable service is

E wish to express sincere
\\T
friends aud neighbors
TT

Strout, lb

“

attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
State 8treet.
Ellsworth, Me

If you need a laxative take Hood’s
Pills. You will surely like them.

BO UN

cf

Oakes, 3b

poundfsize, $2.25; naif-pound size, $2.00
3.00
3.50;
‘-C£gg

Special

L.

MURPHY —At Ellsworth, Aug 7, Miss Mary
J Murphy, aged 26 years, 10 months, 28 days.
WESCOTT—At Ellsworth, Aug 8, Esther E,
wife of Frank R Wescott, aged 27 years, 2
mouths, 18 days.
VERNOT—At Bar
Ha’bor, July 31, Louis
Veruot, aged 60 years.

CHERKYFIELD.

special printing:

Earl Caspar, and family of Beverly,
Mass., Miss Margaret Caspar of Soraer-

12

4

Totals

The American Office

lands, Mass., nd Herbert E dridge and
wife of Gardiner, were recent guests at
Alliston Milliken’s.

DAY—At Chicago, 111., Aug 8, Nettie M, widow of Bert c Day,
formerly of South Bluehill, aged 51 years, 8 mouths.
At
EATON
South
Bluehili,
9,
Aug
Robert M, infant sou of Mr and Mrs Forrest
A Eaton, aged
3 days.
HOWARD—At Castine, Aug 8, George W
Howard, aged 97 years.
LEACH —At
Bluehili, Aug 6, Samuel T
Leach, aged 78 years. 4 mouths.
LORD —At Portland, Aug 6, Martin L Lord,
formerly of Sui ry, aged 53 years, 4 months,

po,
10

6

5

Johnston,
L.

bh.

c

ss

Louuder,

Printed At

hall

ELLSWORTH.

now, and Joy,

(stamps

debility and that tired
feeling is Hood’s Sarsaparilla. This
economical
highly
concentrated,
medicine is a great favorite in thousands of homes. It is peculiarly successful in purifying and revitalizing
the blood, promoting digestion, restoring animation, and building up
the whole system.
Get this dependable medicine today and begin taking it at once.

Ellsworth Falls.

>

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
All Kindt of Lmndry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
Goods called for and delivered

General

Nicolin.

SURRY.

The

Jordan, lb,

50 cents

Telephone 178-2.

...

dance

EDWARD F. BRADY,

A GOOD MEDICINE
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE

Green Lake.

Shea, 2b

a

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

spending the
Miss Dorothy HarWashington.

iay evening, a juvenile dance Thursday
ifternoon, and a ball Thursday evening,

easy.' Cherrytield gradually cut
down Ellsworth’s lead, and when the
Ellsworth team tried to pull itself together in the final innings, it found it was
not so easy. Cherry field tied the score
in the ninth inning, and the game went
an

(The Home]Paper|of Hancock County.)

aouttrisfTatr.te

are

with her readings.

ence

12

York

Cherrytield team was late in arrivSaturday, aud was then short two

looked

THE ELLSWORTH AMERICAN

Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

The

ing

with the

SUBSCRIBE FOR

House. The first effort to colonize for
the British empire, he said, was made
in 1500.

Portland.

evening’s program was cancelled,
people were thus deprived of the
Dleasure of hearing the young violinists

tiptoes when it is up against
osition. Play ball.

men

“

taught by the Misses Otis.

On account of the

list.
The visitors started with two runs in
the first, while Ellsworth scored but one.
In the second inning, eight Ellsworth

“

a military school at
“The
Craggs” established by Major Charles J.
Whiting, and a school for young ladies

rain.

playing

kind of

tier and

1000

Surry road;

0

5

A. A.

r.nswurui

men.

:>00 sheets

the

on

:hroughout.

day's game by horse play. This is not the
kind of playing that Ellsworth fans are
supporting the team for, and it is not the

HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY & SEED CO.,

paper and

home

11

SATURDAY’S

following varieties: Uncle Jim,
Brandywine, Glen Mary, Ryckman.
The Everbearer, also Progressive and
Superb Plants will be ready for shipment through August and September.

Price, including

boys kept by

grauge
Monday evening, Aug 18.
Ellsworth
2 0031005 x—11
George Nary and wife of Somerville,
Two base hit, Sturtevant. Stolen bases,
Sturtevant 3, Linnehan, Shea, Heal, John- Mass., called on Leon E. Haskell recently.
Mrs. Charles Eldridge and daughter,
son, Carter. Struck out by E. Jordan 10;
by Kanally 4; by Heal 5. Base on balls off Mrs. Holmes, returned to Gardiner ThursE. Jordan 3; Heal 2.
Earned runs, Ells- day.
worth 8; Bangor 3.
Hit by pitcher, RobMr. and Mrs. Challis of Melrose High-

the

Butter Paper

for

Peter Nourse at his

here.

123456789

LOOK at this cut par

Sendjyour

school

4

39
Totals,
Score by innings:

Bangor

PRICE, $1.50

Rev.

days—a

3

36

PLUMBING

Fifty Dollars for Newfoundland.
Henry VII whs so pleased with th(
discoverer of Newfoundland, the first
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
colony added to the crown, that he preWork and Jobbing.
sented hlrn with a .$50 note. Mr. E.
Hnll of the Navy lengue alluded to this
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES
circumstance at a meeting of the SoTwenty Years' Experience.
ciety of Engineers at Burlington

of

man

Walter Kane and

Maine.

From an original photograph of one
of our plants.
Then place your order
with us for POTTED STRAWBERRY
We have
PLANTS at S3.00 per 100

eccentric

an

protection in 1850, when a small engine,
mown as “Little
Ellsworth”, was brought

3

Linnehan, c,

Totals

receipt of 5c postage.

Bangor,

in tbe audience.
Miss M. A. Oreely read an interesting
paper on “The Old Town of Ellsworth,”
touching on conditions in the second and
third decades of tie nineteenth
century.
She quoted Joseph A. Deane’s
description

dman of

Fair News Book mailed

S. T.

choir, in costume, gave a rehearsal
that delighted while it
amused, and recalled pleasing memories to the older ones

worth

ELLSWORTH

ab.

on

afternoon there was an entertainment by
the children. In the evening an old-fash-

the old

inning, and increased its lead to
three in the fifth. Bangor again took the
lead in the eighth inning, but in its half
same

BANGOR A. A.

a

evenings at Hancock hall, though
day was marred by rain.
Wednesday was Old Home day. In the

the second

the

biggest fair in Maine.
Get

and

Dt»nKur look a
temporary lead in the
fourth inning, scoring three men, but
Ellsworth duplicated this in its half of

“goat.”

him out of the box.

Third year under

Tbe annual mid-summer fair of the
Woman’s Alliance of
the
Unitarian
church Wednesday and Thursday of last
week, furnished two pleasant afternoons

strong personality
about whom many anecdotes are treasured in the old families. In earlier
days
Mr. Lee had carried the mails between
Castine, Ellsworth and Sullivan on horseback, making two round trips a week.
Miss Greely also mentioned the
private
schools that flourished in Ellsworth in

plete summary of the game:

August 25-29

>octal

blastema, Bangor’s strongest baseaggregation, it looked as if they
meant to give Ellsworth a
wballoping
such as they have administered to
moBt of the town in 1820, when there were five
of the small-town teams
they have played. stores, one law office, small settlements
But they didn’t. Ellsworth’s
big sticks along the water front between the meetturned the trick, though the
fielding by ing-house and the Falls, and the largest
the home team was
settlement on tl^p Surry road, where there
pretty raggpd.
Ellsworth
found
the
two
Bangor were twenty-five dwellings.
pitchers easily. Sturtevant, the second
She mentioned the old taverns
kept by
man up,
rapped out a two-bagger, stole Major Albert Langdon, Peter Gove, Peter
third prettily, and scored on Linneban’s Sawyer, Enoch
and
Wilmot
Partridge
single. A single
Fortier scored Wilson, and tbe first stage coach in eastby
Einnehan. Ellsworth stock went
ern Maine, driven between Ellsworth and
up.
Jordan pulled Ellsworth out of a
tight Cherryfield by Abner Lee, grandfather
hole in the second
inning, striking out of the late Gideon L. Joy of Hancock, and
ball

Famous Fruits

and

Features Last Week.

ioned

of the

Lusty Livestock, Vigorous Vegetables

FAIR.

Pleasing Entertainment

WOOD & E::i-:0? CO,
Sold

by

Bangor; Maine "UK"

The J. P. filDRUKiE CO

INC., Ellsworth,

Me.

COUNTY NEWS

everybody, and always ready to
deed and speak a pleasant word.

*

w ife
have the symof their friends in the loss of their
who
died
son,
August 8.

in

the

hospital

several

weeks

The body of Mrs. Nettie Day, widow of

MT. DESERT FERRY.

OBITl*ARY1
Hancock loses its oldest resident in
the death of Aaron Luther Colby, which
occurred at the home ot his aon, Frank L.
Colby, last Friday morning. His decease
came after a long illness,
in which he

of North Brook 1 in and Arch of Seaville,

since

returning home.

COUNTY NEWS

Massapaqua grange, the ladies' aid
society ot the Baptist church and the
ladies’ improvement society. She leaves,
besides her husband, two brothers, Ben

Harrison Thomas of New York is visit!
ing his brother Samuel. Mr. Thomas has
recently returned from overseas, and has
been

kind

ber of

Forrest Eaton and
infant

a

She will

be great I v missed in the community, and
especially in the home. She was a mem-

SOUTH BLUE HILL.
M-Wl< Elizabeth Or indie of Bluehill visited friends here lust week.

pathy

do

who have the

sympathy

of all.
O.

Aug. 11.

Miss

C.,

Edison,

Maud

is the

guest of Mi

one

Washington,
Ashley.

of
ss

all

Bernice

born

town be had been

kind and lovable

disposition,

friend

a

oi

-lODrtusnntnta

and

Herbert Allen, wife and friends, who
spent a week here, returned to their

furnishes nourishment of particular value to the anemic or
those underweight.
Keep up
your strength.
Trust Scott’s
Emulsion to help you do it
Bloomfield. S. J.

Arthur

who took

went to

Scott’s Emulsion

of hts

|

Saturday.
went

to

Aug. 11.

Are.

SALARIES

always

salaries

to

stenographers,

bookkeepers, accountants, salesmen and ex
ecutives— but they demand trained service in
return. The high salaries are earned and enjoyed
only by those who are thoroughly trained.
During 40 years of success, Burdett College has
trained more than ‘26,000 boys and girls to make a
correct start in business and earn good salaries.

&

of Its
Fall Term
—Day

with those

Branch

ity

w

who

because

,

Colby

is

survived

Sight

School?

ETT COLLEGE
BOYLSTON ST., CORNER WASHINGTON

ST..'

BOSTON

for

phenomenal

is

con-

the

min-

purely vegetable

composed

of the

is

roots and herbs

North

family

Absolute

Tv«*rlt

unprecedented

week-end

responsible

brought

Tanlac baa

a

them
Baker

and

new

their old

They

home

here

returned to Seal

romance

for

short

a

shown.

The
the

four million

which

by

bottle*

per

returned

one

Aug. 11.

the

far exceeded

BOTTLDa

A

bid

to

(air

"VTOUR boy

or your girl—his future or her future—
upon the training of today.
At Hebron, students—girls and boys—receive the advantages

depends

Mias M. M.

Leland baa

on

abort

a

employment

Edward Bayer and son of Troy,
N. Y., are guests of Mra. Lester Cleaves.
Mrs. Shirley Leland of New York is
Mrs.
visiting her aiater-in-law,
Howe

Harper

Hannah

Edith, of Boston,

A

were

Hodgkins,

who has

been home

a
short visit, left Wednesday
for
Augusta, where he will practice dentistry.
Mrs. H. W. Jelliaon received a
letter

on

this week

from her

I

Big Opportunities
There

A Chance
To Specialize

Instruction
and

Equipment

No Entrance

Examination

is an

unlimited demand for skilled dentists and

specialists in dentistry. The Harvard University Dental
School offers a roost thorough and efficient training in
For those who wish to
this interesting profession.
specialize there are courses in Oral Surgery, Orthodontia (straightening the teeth) and other branches.
Leading dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge
of this work. Association with these men is invaluable,
not only from a technical view-poiDt, but in a practical
way. Ultra-modern equipment, the most up-to-date Of
any school of its kind.
Holders of diplomas of high schools covering required
subjects are admitted without examination. Graduates
of this school lead the profession in standing and lucrative practice. For catalog, address

Eugene H. Smith, D. M. D

,

Dean, Boston, Mass.

son.

Corp.

for

orders

within

is

arduous

study

principal

chemist.

them have

I

mental

doubt

of

many

watched

its

made

with

no

effort

years of
and his

SPCRLOCK-NEAL CO.
C.S. MARTIN.
View-President and Oen’l Mgr.

Mrs.

Beil

Lura

Brewer.

Mrs.

for her little

and
went

Bell

boy’s

eyes.

factory.

Have

have sold

over

with

Tanlac

most

if either of these

seriously

immensity

of their

men

success.

Erma, Phyllis and Marian Stewart of
are
visiting their grandmother,
Mrs. Addle Carr. Their home at Corea

are

110,100

tbe agency.

KUHLMAN-CHAMBU88 CO.

We have handled Tanlac since January
1,1917, and have sold to date 19o,408 bottles. Our dealings with Mr. Willis highly
satisfactory.
GREINER-KELLY DRUG CO.

was

recently

burned.

F.

Aug. 7.

ilment, use
For dyspep‘i-%, our national
Recommended foi
Burdock Blood bitters.

digestion,
At all drug stores.

strengthening
blood.
-Advt.

purifying
f 1.25

a

the

bottle

Have

TANLAC IN ONE DAY

more

j

On
our

to advise

pleased

selling

Corea

««

we

Since

we

tributiog

accepted

the
for

agency

Seattle, Wisd.
wholesale
Tanlac in

lDli
^

territory on March 14,1918, we haw
78,824 bottles of the preparation
STEWART A HOLMES LKIGCO.

Tanlac to be Sold Over Entire
State-

only a few weeks’ time Tanlac
will be placed on sale In practically
and
every large city, town, village
In

hamlet in the state.

Atlanta, Ga.
G. F. Willis,
Fourth Nat’l Bank Bldg..,
Atlanta, Ga.
Dear Sir : Replying to your inquiry we

feeble health.

Birmingham, Ala*
began handling Tanlac
have sold 170,472 bottles in our territory
We have lound it the largest seller**
Since

satis-

it two years and
bottles since taking

develop-

Mr.

for treatment
herself is in

Atlanta, OsWe gladly give our experience
Tanlac. We took the agency id October.
1915, and have sold to dale 162,444 botti«
at wholesale. Aocouut very satisfactory.
I
LAMAK RANKIN DRl’OUfc

handled

beginning of the experipresent state of effici-

OF

She

the agency.

Knoxville, Tenn.
Experience

RETAILS 700 BOTTLES

at

are

accepting

This shows an average of eightUMMiri
bottles per month.
LYMAN BKOTHE88.

proprietary medicines.
DOBTEB-NORTH INOTON DRUG CO.

i

children

the

bandied

havo in

two of

Like many other great discoveries, it has
required time to prove its far-reaching

Mrs. Eunice Treworgy of Burry is visiting her mother, Mrs. Albion Jettison.
The annual reunion of the Frost family
wilt be held Saturday, Aug 23, at George
A. Frost’s giove. Friends and neighbors
are invited.

find it

<>r badac/tbing to rie with.
MAXWELL-CLARK DRtGCft
ever

agencies.

effects.”
MAKIAViLLB.

have

wa

to its

stage

realizes the

were

part and without a single complaint from any of our patrons or sub-

150,000

ency. So remarkable have been the results obtained from this medicine that i

in

these sales
on our

Spurlock* Neal

the

by Mr. Cooper
In fact, the

cartiuily

from the

mtnt

business.

months’ time.

eighteen
to

Nashville, Tenn.
Our books show that we have bought
and disposed of over fifteen carloads of
Tanlac (190,000 bottles). In tbta immediate
territory, setting a record ae the largest
sale by ua in a given time of any proprietary medicine in the biatory of our

Tanlac,

total of

s

“Tanlac is the result

Harold M.

sixth

the

esiaDiisoea

statement.

Jelhson,
engineers
Ocbtendung, Germany, aying he was
soon.
to
be
home
well, and hoped
V.
Aug. 9.
with

A Field of

seems

Mr. C. S. MarCo., of Nashville, Tenu.
tin, president of this great firm, who is
also president of the Southern Drug
Jobbers' association, will
verify this

of Mrs. Charlotte Andrews.
Burton

recora

week,
seven-

actual

given

daughter
week-end guests

duuiif that month alone.
HEHB1G-ELUH DRUG CO.

bottles of Tanlac and
seller

since
all

It

has

and

live

eold

we

Forth Worth,Tex.
bought and distributed 17M

l^ec. I ML
We have »oid 116,328 bolt la* of Tml*c

are

international distributor of

The firm I refer

Frank Grant of Boston came last Wednesday for a two weeks’ visit with bis
brother, B. V. Grant.

-DENTAL SCHOOL'

per

the

bottles

Smith.

April

Xi/LAl bottlee.

twelfth month and

We haw

Toronto, Oat., Can.,

by this wonderful medicine.
“One firm alone,” said Mr. U. F. Willis,

Mrs.

Mrs.

ana sum » me

ngures

at

beve amounted to

eetes

our

now

smash

than

more

bottles per day.
incredible, but these

almost

Northeast Harbor.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

bottles

of

rate

AMEXCi

letters and telegram* from prominent deslro til
telling in plain, cold figure* of the remsrkieir

DAY.

teen thousand

William A. Wilson is borne
furlough.

Canada

Memphis. Tenn.

record

any

eitract* from

have bandied Tenter

we

carloads

hundred thousand

which is at the

G.

EDEN.

HEBRON. MAINE

of a school national in reputation and national in scope Here the
environment, the close contact with students from many parts of
the country, the course of studies, the plan of play, make for better
bodies and broader minds
Hebron Academy is ideal for college preparation and also offers
practical courses for those not preparing for college
Its location,
without resorts or distracting entertainments, affords an excellent
opportunity for study, and conditions are most home-like.
Of ten buildings two are dormitories, one for girls and one for
boys. Both are of the most spacious and most beautiful type in
New England. \V holesonie rivalry in all sports.
Practical courses including Sewing. Home Economics. Domestic
Chemistry. Debating and Business English and Arithmetic. For
catalog and further information, address
^ M. E. SARGENT. Litt.D.,
Principal

Reynolds

Winfred

OVER

ALL

growth and development of Taotac throughout America.

nine

ia

lire

the United States and

first

17,000

OVER

Saturday with the motor.

The following
over

was our

Sales this

DEALERS

TELL OF UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS OF TAN LAC.

The

proprietary medicine,

a

PROMINENT

FROM

insignificant.

seems

Lillian

COM MU NICTATIONS

figures are 3,9Utl,8D0.

year
Reynolds and two sons
arrived Friday from
Brockton, Mass. previous records, as the sale for the first
Mrs. Reynolds and Perley are
at the ten wee ks of this year amounted to over
Smallidge cottage and will remain ao~e j One Million bottles, an average of over

Academy

AMERICA TELL OF SALES

to

aland* at

watt

now

million bottlea

a

ever made

day.

Boston

widely

LEADING DRUG FIRMS OF

Mince

The exact

mouths,

Harbor Sun-

of Tanlac

rate of almost
year.

proof

the

until

production

sale of

Celia Gardiner, with her three
children, and Mrs. Benjamin Carter, who
are at present living at Seal Harbor, have

weeks.

the most

It ia tbe story of

the commercial worW.

Mrs.

Hebron

unquestionably

now

for

FIBST TEN WEEKS OF THIS YEAR.

are

family and Mihs
Smallidge
Bangor are the
guests of N. T. Smallidge aud wife at
Bartlett’s Island.

Mrs.

household word and is

success.

BROKEN BY TANLAC

j

of

at

a

WORLDS RECORD

Bartlett's Island.

at

Adelaide

been

South, Tanlac is

or

laws of

J

auto.

time.

Action than facts from latter-day commercial
history.

United States and Canada.

Mrs. W. L. Newell, who has been at her
an acceptance and appreciation of merit
cottage here the past six weeks, returned
before attained by a proprietary
never
to her home m Boston Saturday.
M.J. Atherton and family of Boston, medicine. Staid bueiness men to whom
were in town
a
few days last week, i the actual figure* of the production of
making the trip from Boston and back | Tanlac have been presented have scouted
Russell

like

more

OVER ONE MILLION BOTTLES SOLD

the

spent

Judge and Mrs. Loring of Boston
Loring farm, Bartlett’s Island.

by

bavin,,

Briefly, this is the record of the truly marvelous medicine which will now be
placed within the reach of every one. In only a few weeks' lime it will tw plsad £0
sale in practically every large cily, town, village and hamlet throughout the
eai.r*

to science.

food health

pure

remsriubb

talked of medicine in the world to-day.

and

Formula complies with all national
and state

such

From coast to coast end from the Uulf to the Great Lakes. Tanlac is known
snd
Millions have taken it and have pronounced it the greatest medicine of
ell
time. No matter where you go throughout the United States, whether
Etst, Weg

beneficial

moat

known

accomplishing

Canada, and which has been

and

honored.

Canada.

States and

Tanlac is

hich has been

Twelve Million Bottles Sold in Four Years

Great Lakes, through-

United

w

Although placed on the market but little more than four years ago, over twelw
million bottles hare been sold, and its sales record probably has never been
equaled in
the history of the drag trade in America.

Gospel.

from Gulf to

celebrated medicine

sale wherever it has been

floor space, reads

prominent

well-known

the

throughout the United States

introduced, will now be sold in Ellsworth by £
a. Moore. The amazing success achieved by this medicine in only (our
years' tin*
not only phenomenal, but unprecedented.
The discovery of Tanlac, the beginning of its manufacture, the
establishment o!
the large and modern laboratories at Dayton, Ohio, occupying more than
60,000 feet"!

Now sold from coast to coast and

at the

«.

reealte

prominence

officials,

and

isters of the

PRETTY MARSH.
Samuel Vaughn
with his

has

Spec,

Kind in the World

or

present at the funeral.
cemetery at Hancock

Tanlac,

through
of

men

Unprecedented.

capac-

records

world's

government
educators

great-

in the

was

a

throughout the United States and

the Mains Central raildaugbters-Mrs. W. W.
Jellison of Ml. Desert Ferry, Mrs. 8. W.
Carter of West Scarboro, Miss Carrie
Colby of Mt. Desert Ferry and Mrs.
Charles T. Lid ridge of Kumford. A num-

Interment
Corner.
Aug. 11.

with

Canada, including supreme court
judges, mayors of leading cities,
lawers, doctors, bankers, state and

gor, engineer on
road, and four

nine

all

out the

E (;

estab-

recently

Publicly indorsed

by bis wtfe, who

and

daily.

Canada,

daily press by

faithfully to him during hia
long illness, also by two sons, F. L. Colby
of this place and Harvey E. Colby of Ban-

grandchildren

Pres-

bottles

stantly increasing.

un-

By

Remarkable Sales Record of Twelve Millk

Bottles Phenomenal and

business.

length of time, and

same

Stat«s

of

care

8,000 bottles daily.
for
preparation

of

broken

ho per-

were

plant

in

Moore.

recently

take

oapacity 96,000

lished

United

and Canada, Will Now Be Sold in Ellsworth

80,-

occupy

plant

of
to

rapidly increasing

a

immediate relatives

begins Sept 2
Which Catalog Shall We Send

You

Capacity

ent

in the

feet of floor space.

Demand

grandchildren constitute the descendsuts,
and it was a satisfaction to have all the

Burd'tt Coll*?* ud th. ftmou, Sheldon School hove anitod to
establishing here reudent and extsnuon coiirm u% Constructive
Planned for men and women who aeek the btigar
Sallimamh'p
jobs in buamesa. Write for booklet-.

Institution

one

complishing Remarkable Results

laborato-

modern

Dayton, Ohio,

doubled

member, originally, of the
Baptist church, afterw ards
uniting with the church in Hancock.
Faithful to every trust, aud neighborly
in bis dealings with all, he made a large
place for himself in the esteem of others.
The funeral was held at the borne
Sunday afternoon, conducted by Rev.
P. A. A. Killam, pastor of the Brighton
Avenue Baptifi church of Allston, Mass.,
aud an old friend of the family.
Music
was rendered by Mr. Killam aud Rufus H.
Young. The floral offerings were beautiful and significant in their
expression of
regard.
was

ber of

STUDY SHELDON SALESMANSHIP
AT BURDETT

Larges!

they

ministered

paying big

secretaries,

ries at

world of

remembered

and

000 square

Walt bam

Mr.

are

large

Pauline

the

Tanlac, the Celebrated Medicine Which Has Been

by end of present year.

lived
which

in his work even when the infirmity
of years was heavy upon him.
He was
kindly and hospitable, and his sympathies

He

Ells-

Sunday evening to preach at the
Methodist church. He leaves to-day for
Poland Springs.

family

and

in

At present rate of wiles grand
total will reach 16,000,000 bottles

sisted

fortunate.

Frederic Palladino

be

in

unfailing industry,

were

ICHER
Employers

He will

homes in Dexter

worth

19-41

affairs.

keen interest

a

have

Rev.

1856,

Brooksville,

be

j

Hodgkins and two girls
Sedgwick Friday.
Mrs. Shirley Hodgkins was taken to
Bangor Wednesday and operated upon
for appendicitis.
Mrs.

Smith

in

to

sold

four years.

unusual record of more than j
sixty-four years of wedded" life—a union |
tbat had been a most happy one throughout the long course.
In his earlier manhood, Mr. Colby did
j
considerable off-shore fishing, but finally
settled down to the life of a farmer. He
was a man of quiet temperament, but one

MARLBORO.

Taker, in moderate doses, right
through the warmer months,
after meais,

married,

Twelve million bottle#

to the

fifty-four

resident for

a

of

Fact* AboutTanlac

year in
bolder of the

bad the

N.

TRUSTWORTHY

Scott & Bo woe.

Allen

huNhand, of Stockton Springs, and Capt.
Perry Sprague and wife of New York,
were guests at Mra. M. J. Ober’s Sunday,
Aug. 3. They came by auto.
Aug. 11.

He

years.

wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Andrews, Mr. LaFurley’s daughter and

LaFurley

!

1830, and would

eighty-ninth

bis

November. He was the
given by a Boston paper
oldest citizen, and which is now
transmitted to Joseph Crabtree.
When a small boy, Mr. Colby's
moved
to
Waltham, where he
until he moved to Hancock, of

and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Mckeosn
five
children, who have been in tbe Canal
Zone for tbe past four years, arrived last
week, at the Dow homestead, Baystde,
Mrs. McKeown’s old home. All are giad
M. R.

Ellsworth in

in

cane

to welcome them.

Clara, wife of Charles Henderson, diet;
Aug. 4, of neart failure, at the age of
sixty*six years. Mrs. Henderson was of a

of

have rounded

Mrs. Hannah Ha.per
and daughter
Bert U. Day,
was
brought here from
of Somerville, Mass., have been
Chicago Saturday. Funeral services were Edith,
a week at Center.
held at the chapel Sunday, Kev. Hoy G. spending

Chicago.

Colby came of sturdy stock, being
a family often children, of whom
but one lived to a ripe old age- He was

Mr.

SEAL COVE.

! D.

Trafton of Btuebill officiating.
Miss
Viola Day, the only child, accompauied
the body here. She has the sympathy of
all.
Mrs. Day also leaves one brother in

ACHIEVED BY FAMOUS TAHLAC

vitality.

showed remarkable

Taolac at

than
one

we

are

in

our

two

of

alone

we

sold

proprietors.
BETTES PHARMACY, INC.

through

Have had the exclusive

September, 11115,

and have

agency since
sold over 75,-

bottles.

been

ution be rn.de

more

complete and

Druggists and

dealers
or

who are

telegraph

B»“k
O. F. Willis, Fourth National
Bldg., Atlauta, <»s.

Houston, Tex.
We began handling Tanlac November,
1916, and have disposed of about 167,040
bottles. Has been a most satisfactory account and

we are

enthusiastic in

our

sup-

port.
JACOBS PHARMACY CO.

number

interested should write

now

Atlanta stores approximately
retail direct to customers.

of agencies already
established in a very
limited time, but it is desired by
distrib
the manuf.cturers th.t the
A

have

far-reacbiug.

considerably

700 bottles at

000

months and have Bold at retail

Jacksonville stores approximately 20,000
bottles.
Account very satisfactory In
every respect. Cannot apeak too highly

2,000 bottles per week,

Saturday

eleven

that

the rate of

been

Jacksonville, Fla.
handling Tanlac sixteen

SOUTHERN DRUG CO.

Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by
West
E"„ „,id
Moors, in Bar Harbor by
A.
Co., in Mount Desert by
Stover.
B.
and in Bnclrsport by K.

COUNTY NEWS

tUAcrUammUB.

ter of

here.

James Tweedie

PROSPECT HARBOR.

NERVOUS SICK
HEADACHES
**

Brought Relief
-PRUTTA.TIVESHe Tried
Them.
The Fif*t Day

a

who

Mass.,

is at

!

Robinson Pike of LawMrs. M. W. Pike’s for

E.

H. Smith
and

and

their

wife

of

mother,

Stamford,

Mrs.

their

hospitable
summer

Aug.

Are., Ogdcnshurg, N.Y.
"I suffered a great deal for three or

1G0 Caroline

four years with jVervous Sick I lendache and Dyspepsia. Had to take two
to fourseidlitz powders every other
day. Tried doctors—ate bran gems—

but
took all kinds of remedies
nothing did me good until I used
Tniit-a-tives’.or Fruit LiverTablets.
I was relieved the first day I used
them. They made me well and keep
me well, and I am always glad to tell
people of the great things 'Fruit-atives’ have done for me.
I have many friends in Ogdensburg
now using ‘Fruit-a-tives’ on my
—

recommendation”.

home to

an

w

50c. a box,G for $2.00, trial size 25c.
At all dealers or sent on receipt of

price, by Fltl'IT-A-TIVES Limited,
OGDKNSBU KG, N- Y.

Elton,

the summer in Ellsvisiting relatives here.

Alvta Walls, who has been employed in
New Haven, Conn., arrived here last
night for a visit with his mother, Mrs.
Boland Carter.
Thomas 8. Carter and wife of Reading,
and Harvard Kittredge and wife
of Medford, Mass., are visiting Mr. Kittredge’s parents, C. M. Kittredge and
wife.
Aug. 11.
y.

Osmond

Harper

has

opened
afternoon tea

in

home at

11._C.

Meda

a

Ford

wife

Belmont, Mass.
Harper is visiting

Harvey

Prof.

Illinois
tion.

of

is

H.

Miss

Jordan of the University

home

on

bis annual

spending
Young’s.

vaca-

parents,

Hastings and wife, who have been
in Boston the past two weeks, returned
home Aug. 7.

is

Mrs.

and

Sylvia Hanson of Boston, who

called here
of

visiting
Aug. 11.

Mrs. Leamon Jordan are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
son, born Aug. 7.

by

the recent illness and death

Bion B. Jordan, has returned to her
Aug. 8.

her

Rounds
vacation

of

Bangor is
at
Clarence

L.

NORTH,JLAMOINE.
Mrs. Etta Phillips of Ellsworth visited
at George H. Coggins’ last week.
Walter A. Y'oung, who has been employed at Bayside the 'past week, is home.
pSirs. Hervey Salisbury and little daugh-

her

Mrs. A. A. Somerville of Houlton is
the month with her mother,
Mrs. Kate Pray.
Giles and Alton Farley are here from
Portland, visiting their parents, Thomas

Farley

and

w

Real

Rstatc

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

ife.

with her mother here.
Aug. 11.

ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT.

K.

Conner

a

of Auburn

was

here

Harriett Dunbar has returned from

few

been

Priscilla

visiting

Blaisdell

relatives

5

visiting

Frank Porter and

wife arrived Friday
from Sherman, called here by the illness
of their nephew, Glenn Porter.

Boynton

of

Brewer is the

Hanson.
for the

She

and

able to

here,

Thursday

remove

was

it

was

week-end.

him

Boston. Aug. 25— says, *-I have been in the
real estate brokerage business for many
years. I have suffered with loss of sleep,
since
indigestion and nervousness, but
taking Argo-Phosphate. I sleep better and
eat without fear of distress, and can feel a
great change in my system."
There is nothing in medical science that
equals Argo-Phosphate in the treatment of
indigestion, rheumatism, nervousness, kidSold by K. G. MOOKRand
ney and liver ills.
all reliable druggists.

cessfully

for

taken ill Wednes-

was

deemed

was operated
appendicitis.

Aug. 11.

upon

Opiatn.Marphilienor

Pumpkin

\

ALxSvnna
Pockelle Suit*
Anisr Seed
,,

“e

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

w*n
frrmn Sml

Clarifird Sugar
bintrryirrn Flavor
I
i

A helpful Remedy for

Constipation and Diarrhoea
ana
anil Feverishness

LossoFbLEtP

resuttin^riiercfrcini-'nlnfancy.
i j Facsimile Signature °f

(&?#»■

Company.
Ihe Cevtacb

\

nfw YORK-

advis-

to the Castine

Bears the

Jteipe^fMnrSAMLUIW&R
Seud

here.

Mrs. Henry Devereux is spending several months with Mrs. Fanny Devereux,

Fred

j

of Orland has

Charles 'Varnum of Orland is
his sister, Mrs. Daniel Webster.

Always

Mineral. Not Narcotic
a

days in Bangor.

Miss

day,

of

neither

visit to Orono.

their vacation

ItroKer

Infants /ChiujM"
Thereby Promoti n£ Digestion
Cheerfulness and RestContaite

last week.

The young son of Mr. and Mrs. Almon
Porter of Golden Ridge, who are spending

Massachusetts

AVeielablc Preparation for As
sinnlalin^thcFood by Rc2“ta.
tinglheStomadis and Ikyj^0

NORTH CASTINE.

pital, where he
Prominent

for several

spending

Lawrence, Mass.,
guest of Mrs. Alberta
siBter, Mrs. Henry Bartlett.
joined by Mr. Boynton
Hubbard.

J. P STRONG

j

where she has been

months.

Mrs.

antintiaraunta.

was

Mrs. Julia A. Thurston is at home from

Portland,

Mrs. Thomas Crossman is spending

Mrs. Alice H. Benn of

W. B.

Mr.

Miriam

i

grove.

Mis
her

William Moore and mother called on
friends and relatives here last week. Mr.
Moore was on his way to Halifax, where

guests at Mrs. R. H. Jordan’s.

few

Arthur Lawton and wife are spending a
sister, Mrs. Cart Petti-

Edw’ard

Cleveland left Saturday for his

he will take charge of a branch office for
& Poor of Boston.
Miss Leta Murphy of Southwest Harbor Stickney
T. E. D.
Aug. 11.
is a guest of Mrs. A. C. Colby.
Mrs. Harold Crosby and two children
PARTRIDGE COVE.

are

a

vacation with his

visiting

are

Edgar Newman and wife.

Miss Hulda Woodward of Bangor is visher uncle, B. F. Jordan.
Miss L. Jean Crimmins of Bangor is a
guest of Mrs. Howard Jordan.

TREMONT.
Mias Ruth Kittredge is spending
days at Bar Harbor.

Ellsworth,
Lindell

guests Tuesday.

atit'ccu&iinrnts

NEWS

Mrs. Ida Sweeney and daughter went to
Nicolin Friday, after spending a month

purchased

Edward Severance and

ife

work in Boston.

C. E. BESWICK.

son

truck.

iting
C. E. BESWtCK

are now

VTY

for

SEAWALL.

WALTHAM.

MR.

Thursday,

here

Rev. Thomas Van Ness and
to the

on

Lydia

Sunday.
W. F. Bruce and party joined Judge
Deasy and party of Bar Harbor Sunday on
a picnic at Petit Menan Point.
were

O

Cambridge, Mass.,

Mass.,

her vacation.

Conn.,
Smith,

relatives

spending

are

worth,

Mass., preached

Mrs. Eleanor

of

Mrs. Lin wood Beckwith and

Henry Handy of Marblehead, Maas., arrived Saturday for a visit with relatives.
Rev. W. S. Nichols of North Andover,
in Union church Sunday
morning.
Mrs. R. E. Robinson is spending a few
weeks with her niece, Mrs. L. B. JJeasy, of
Bar Harbor.

visiting

are

joined his family here
his yearly vacation.

Clarence B. Colwell has returned from
visit to Hancock.

re nee,

Skowhegan

hossuc-

3.

Daily Thought.
When men speak ill of thee, live
that nobody vwlll believe it.—Plato.

Exact

Copy of Wrapper.

CASTORIA
THC CKNTAUK COMPANY.

Any skin itching is

a temper tester. The
you scratch the worse it itches. Doan’s
Ointment is for piles, eczema—auy skin itching. 60c at all drug stores.—Advt.
more

NtW YOUR

CITY.

so

Only Tamed H"mming

ILcga/

Bird.

*\oUu&,

Sergt. Ohnrles Haherkorn and Order
of tb
National Soldiers
PRO KATE NOTICES.
home, at Sawtelle. dal., are the proud
is hereby given that the following
possessors of what N believed to he the
appointments have been made bv the
Probate Court within and for The county of
only pet humming-bird in existence Hancock. State of Maine:
" illiam H. L. Lee, late of the
says Our Dumb Animals. Their fenth
city, county
ere<l friend Is a beautiful red-breasted and state of New York. deceased. Samuel
Riker. Junioi. of Middletown, state of New
specimen who answers to the name of Jersey, and Kichaid Curzuu Hi tf.ua:,. Junior,
of Stevens jn, Maryland, appointtd executors
Dick.
of the last
will 'and testament of said deThis unusual bird Is so tame that he
ceased; date f qualification July 1. a. d. 1919.
Not being residents of the State of Maine,
eats his meals from the end of a medifenrs, of
they have appointed Fdwntd P
cine dropper held In the mouth of on«‘
Bar Haro r. Hancock county. State or Maine,
their agent iu aid State of Maine.
of his friends.
feed
him
They
sugar
Stillman W. King, late of Lamoiue, in raid
Fie will also trend county, deceased.
syrup in this way.
LaCordi King Davis of
Laiuoine in said county, appointed execuair while sipping nectar from a cluster
trix of the last will aud tes'arnent of said deAnof flowers held by one of the men.
ceased; date of qualification July 1. a. d. 1919.
other favorite stunt of his is that of
Minnie F. Wells, late of Brooklin, in said
deceased.
Frank W. cole of said
perching upon their fingers while eat- county,
Brookliu. appointed executor of the last will
and ie8tament of said deceased; date of qualiing his meals.
fication Juij 8, a
I9iv.
The men are both pensioned vetEva M. Humphrey, late cl Swan’s Island, in
I
erans of the
SpanJsh-American war. ?aid county, deceased. Girland F. Newman
of said Swan’s
appointed executor of
They discovered the bird flitting the lust win andIsland,
lest-nunt of said deceased;
date of qualification July \5, a. d. 1919.
around the home grounds a year ago
Julia L. Webster, late o! Tremont, iu said
and decided to tame it. Orderly Maw
S. Crawford Webster of
county, deceased.
said Tremont appointed executo- of the last
having had experience taming birds in
will and testament of said deceased; date of
the tropics many years ago when he qualification July 8, a. d. 1919.
John G. Wolvin, late of Orland, iu said
was a sailor.
By putting out dishes
county, deceased. Sarah F. Wolvin. of said
of sugar syrup for the hummer they
Orland, appointed executrix of the last will
and testament of said deceased; date of qualigradually domesticated It.
fication July 1. a. d. 1919
Abbie M. Mills, late of Surry, in said county,
deceastd. Alexander F. Townsend of BlueThe Ghost Ship.
hill, in said county, appointed executor of
Among the war stories that British the last will and testament of said deceased;
naval men feel free to tell now is one date of qualification July l. a. d. 19’9
Joseph H. Johuson, late of Bluebill, in said
about a “ghost ship” whose mystery county, deceased. Lillie A. Johuson of said
appointed administratrix with the
has never been solved.
| Bluebill.
will annexed of the estate of said deceased;
In 1917 a convoy of 12 ships left a 1 date of qualification July 8, a. d. 1919.
Edith H. Phillips, late of Brooklin, in said
British port. At dawn on the day after
L. Granville Phillips, of
couuty. deceased.
sailing the escort commander discover- said Brooklin, appointed administrator of
esta e or said deceased: date of qualied thirteen ships under his charge. the
fication July 15. a d. 1919.
While the Identity of ihe extra ship
Bloomfield Reed, late of Southwest Harbor,
iu said county, deceased.
Ferdinand E.
was being discussed the convoy was
Reed of said Southwest Harbor, appointed
suddenly attacked by German light administrator of the estate of said deceased:
cruisers and most of the escort and date of qualification July 1, a. d. 1919

ly M. J. Maw,

NrOTICE

1

Ezra

A.

Over, late

of

Gouldsboro,

iu

said

nine of the merchantmen were sunk. j county, deceased. Leonard S. Riy of said
Gouldsboro. appointed administrator of the
The Germans then made off.
estate of said deceased: date of qualification
1I
Survivors
assert
that J ly 1, ft. d. 1919.
positively
! John K. Silsby, late of Amherst, iu said
were
there
thirteen ships and that the
county, deceased.
Ernest A. Richardson of
mysterious vessel
disappeared as Aurora, appointed admin strator or tbe es ate
°t said deceastd; date of qualification Julv 1,
strangely as she had appeared. They a. d 1919.
Thomas E. Sabine, late of Bin k^port, iu said
are certain that the ship was not sunk.
deceased.
Walter F. Curtis of said
Official inquiries failed to throw any j county,
Bucksport, appointed administrate of the
light on the natuio of the craft. It estate of said deceased; date of qualification
1, a. d. 1919.
was
ascertained that she could not July
Maurice P. Torrey, late of Winter Harbor,
have been a disguised German raid- in said county, deceased. Carrie C. Torrey of
said Winter Harbor, appointed administratrix
er. and her presence was “logged” by
of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification July 8, a. d. 1919.
the escort commander.
1

1

Mark W. Somes, late of Mount

Desert, in

said county, deceased. Harry L. Crabtree of
i Ellsworth, in said couuty, appointed adPeeved.
ministrator of the estate of said deceased;
At a certain naval port the other date of qualification July 8. a d. 1919
Murphy, late of Tremont, iu 9aid
day, when a low tide and an obstinate ! Benjamin
county, deceased. Harriet R. Murphy, of said
wind made it difficult for vessels to Tremont, appointed administratrix of the
tie up at the pier, a submarine was estate of said deceased; date of qualification
I July 1, a. d. 1919.
endeavoring to tie up. Three times
Byron Herrick, la e of Penobscot, in said
did the patient commander maneuver couuty, deceased. Milton W Herrick, of said
Penobscot, appointed administrator of the
his craft in fairly close, hut each time estate of said deceased; date of qualification
8, a. d. 1919.
the wind caught his bows and blew July
Amanda C. Thompson of Ellsworth, in said
the boat away.
On deck stood a county. Julia A. Thompson, of said Ellsworth. appointed conservator of the estate of
young sailor who had made no fewer
said Amanda C. Thompson; date ot qualificathan five attempts to heave a line tion July 8. a. d. 1919.
Dated at Ellsworth, in said county, this
on to the pier, hut on each occasion
thirtieth day of July, a. d. 1919.
the rope fell Into the water halfway.
Clara E. Mullan, Acting Register,
Once more the bout neared the pier,
and the “skipper” felt sure the man
would manage it this time. hut. alas!
it hit the wall about five feet too
NOTICK OF FOKKCLOSIKE.
low.
HEREAB Harold L. Faruham of Brooks*
'ville, in t e county of Hancock, and
This was too much for him, and.
State of Maine, by bis mortgage deed dated
leaning over the bridge-screen, he the 18th day of September, 1915. and recorded
“Shove the bally thing In in the Hancock county regi try ot deeds,
shouted:
book 519, page 82, conveyed to Omar W.
your teeth and s vim across before
Tapley of Ellsworth, in said county of Haucock, a certain parcel of real estate situated
wear
it
!*’
out
you
the town of Brooksville, aforesaid, a^d
j in
bounded and

Skipper

Was

1

I

1

described

as

follows, viz.:

Be-

ginning at a stake and stone near the highway running from West Brooksville to
Arey’s
How the Herring Built the Navy.
wharf; thence northerly along said highway
nit e and one half rods to .* stake and atone;
We derive the Idea of our defensive
i tht nee easterly at right angles from first menBritish navy from King Alfred, the : tioned line eight and one-half rods to a stake
and stone; thence southerly nine and ouereal founder of our fleet, who believed
to a stake and stone;
and thence
in having bigger, faster, better and j half rods eight and one-half
rods to‘.the first
westerly
mentioned bouud
And whereas said mortmore ships than your enemy, which is
the 26th oay of May. 1919, aswas on
always u sane policy to follow. But gage
said Omar W. Tapley to me, the
a gned by
uriders igned, by assignment under said date
Oliver Cromwell really gave us our
recorded in said Hancock registry ot
herring navy when he saw the neces- duly
and whereas the eou*
uetd« c"”*ot said n'ortgai ;e have beeu broken;
sity of taking their sea-trnrie domidit ion s
tson of the brekeh of
-bere,OTe- b>’
now
nance from the Dutch, w*
de
°nditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure
ut8“*cd mortgage.
was mostly concerned with
fc-.
1

fishery.—Tit-DIts.

y 25,1919.

Geohoe A. Abey.

I

j

Studio Days
*
By DOROTHY DOUGLAS
^WWWWWMttWWVmW
(Copyright. 191»* by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

day, bat It didn't bring even one atom
of the joy that my first bard-earned
check gave me. I have everything on
eerth that money can bay.”
“But why didn’t you keep np your
art work—-your Bohemian friends—
wouldn't that have helped to make
you happy?"
West was kindly sympathetic. but there was beginning a great
urge within him to try to keep this
rare girl within his circle.
It seemed
sheer and

unadulterated

madness

DOLLAR WEEK
AT

C. L MORANG’S DEPARTMENT STORES

to

keep her, sine*1 ah? Was married to a wealthy man and her fnnry
for Bohemian life and studio days
were perhaps but passing desires, but
want to

West put a few lingering touches on
his canvas before the setting sun told
him that he must wait until another ! there—she was answering his qnesday before finishing the delicate por- tlon.
trait’s head. A riotous little air fell
“It was not worth while my workfrom time to time from his lips, but its
; Ing at art when I didn’t have to. If I
measure became
gradually subdued j had possessed genius or even a great
while the soft veil of twilight cap- ! degree of talent I would have
kept
tured the artist’s soul and bade him i at it. But I only have talent
enough
express his Joy in a more quiet manto keep the wolf from the door. As for
ner.
my Bohemian friends—well, I tried
A sunny stnile lurked In
West’s
keeping them In my life, but my huseyes; the gold of his hair was rumpled
band called them all 'nuts' and made
and his smock shockingly dirty, but
roe so unhappy about them that I gave
little did he care since the studio rent
them all up. Oh—I just can't tell you
was paid for the following month.
what It means to me to be actnally
Also the canvas on his easel would
back here with a smock on sitting In
easily insure another six months’ liv- my very own studio."

Begins August 18,
Men’s $1.25 l'ni.*Yi Saits,

4

1.00

what you

can use

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

your

boxes,

and

Pink

l.OQ
1,00
1.00
1,00

Striped

extra

large

Huck Towels, 16 x 36, 3 for
3 Yds 39c Percale for
Ladies’ Hose, 35c and 39c, 3 for
Men’s Palm Beach Caps, $1.00 value, 2 for
36 x 42 Pillow Cases, 3 for
2000 Yds Outing Flannel, all colors and
combination of colors, 4 yds for
Boys’ Cotton Tweed Pants, 6 to 14 yrs,
2 pr for

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

save

Every single item
Crepe de Chine Waists this
save 1.00$6.00 waists

$5.00

1,00

1,00

Crepe Tissue Toilet Paper,
package, 12 pkgs,

Come

and

Pink

Rompers, $1.25 value,

1.00

is

a

on

this sheet

genuine bargain.

and $5.00 waists for $4.00

Special Lot Men’s Handkerchiefs, 12 for
15 Ladies’ Linene Auto Dusters, 34, 36
and 38 only, worth $2.00, for
Men’s Soft Collars, pink, blue and heliotrope.

6

Children’s

week; you
for

1.00

$1.25 and $1.50 Leather Shopping Bags,
Ladies’ Summer Vests, 35c, 37 X c and
39e values, to close out, 3 for

money.
Buy

Suiting,

Palm Beach Suiting. 34in. wide, 5 yds,
Box Writing Paper and Envelopes,
,

if

$ 1.00.

8 Yards Print for

This sale is only for 6 days.

buy

by parcel post

Thi* is an exceptional value

1.00

Plain Blue Chambrey, 4 yds,
5 Yds, 25c Hamburg,
Men’s 39c Cordovan Hose, 3 prs,
3 Balls Germantown Yarn, 39c ball,
4 Skeins Shetland Floss,
75 pr of Men’s ShotvAsizes (i to 10, for
$5.00 per pair. Less than they cost
to-day at wholesale
Cliilden’s 39c Cordovan Hose, 3 pr.

and

charges on goods

36 Inch Black and White Check
3 yds for

1.00
1.00

yds,

1 qq
j qq

1.00

ordered
over

4 for

Fancy Ginghams,

1.00

Suits,

Children’s Tan Lace Shoes, sizes 3 to 8,
Children’s Black Cotton Hose, tine

1.00

3 for

Little Boys’ B V I) Union
to 12 yrs, 69c value, 2 for

ribbed,

4 pr for

1.00

Turkish Bath Soap, box of 12 cakes,
Lanolin Complexion Soap, very tine

J.QQ

quality,
Silkateen,

size 4

8

bars,

1.00
1,00
1.00
1.00
1.00

12 balls,

C. L. MORANG’S
DEPARTMENT

_ELLSWORTH,
COUNTY

^talked

jor

We pay

must have the

Blue and White Striped Gingham Petticoats. 2 for
Cotton Bed Blankets, single, each
Extra Large Wash Cloths, doz,
Polka Dot Suiting, 4 yds,

1.00

Ginghams.
J qq
Blue and White Striped Seersucker, 3 yds,
J QQ
Mavis Talcum Powder, 5 boxes,
j qq

$1.00

60c Used Library Books, 3 for
Ladies’ Long Black Silk Gloves; these
are hard to get to-day, pr,
200 Yds Odds and Ends of Silks, per yd,
Imported white Dressing Combs, 39c

$1,Q0

4 Yds Checked

space for FALL GOODS.

value,

and

*****

for

This Sale is to clean up sum-

[fectly

!

1.00
1.00

we

and

Men’s Black and Blue Mixed Army Hose,
3 I>r for
Curtain Scrim. 3.>c and 39c value, 3 yds,
Spool Silk, black only, letter a. 7 spools,
Dewey Unbleached Cotton, 36 in wide,

1.00

this week
New Idea Hose for Men, 50c value, black
and grey, 3 pr.

j

|

1.00

values. 5 prs,

goods;

23.

August

$1.39 value, pr,

$7.50 and $7.00 Walkover Shoes $1.00 off

mer

to

60 pr Children’s Bneakers, brown
black, for girls and boys, $1.25

$1.00

C’hambrey Work Shirts,
to-day’s price $1..50,
Men’s Short Sleeves, Ankle Length,
Union Suits, $1,90 value,
Men’s Dress Suspenders, 39c value, 3 prs,
Heavy Canvas Work Gloves, 25c and 29c

ing.

jreem

sleeves,

20 1><»z. Men’s

|

“We won’t quarrel either about the
And outside his door stood a girl
studio or the smock,” said West.
"I
whose eyes held all the wistfulness in ! am
only glad that I happen to be the
the world and whose heart was abtenant here while you have chosen to
sorbing every note of that magic, play at studio days
|
again.”
happy lilt that fell from West’s lips.
“So am V greeted Gretchen and
Finally she knocked.
gazed contentedly at the slim boyUh
West was not prepared for a visitor,
man the while she realized that he posand such a one as he found on the
sessed tremendous charm.
"I might
landing was a challenge to the most
have found a crusty old maid who
sturdy of heartbeats.
wouldn't let me In at all.” She was
“May I come In?”
thoughtful for so long a while that
“Absurd waste of words.” West said,
West looked apprehensively at her
and with the little courtly bow that
and wondered If he had done anything
was a part of the man he watched his
to displease her.
But before he could
visitor cross the threshold.
form words to Inquire, tirelchen asked
The wisrfulness vanished swiftly and
eoaxlngly: "Arc you going to want me
a tremendous gladness that took the
to come again?"
form of glistening tears stood in the
West was Just a bit puzzled.
He
She
fled to the small wingirl’s eyes.
also knew that he wanted her very,
dow that held the glow of the setting
very much indeed. It was difficult to
sun and stood silently for a moment.
know how t«est to express his thoughts.
Then West saw her brush a hand
He decided that his habitual frankness
across her eyes before she turned
was the best course and after that she
again to him.
must take the situation In her own
iou
are
not to think me man.
.she said tremulously. “For three lone hands.
i <>u nave asked me a straight Quesyears I have hungered to be In this
tion.
little wraith."
he said
and
utudio
nnd
now—now
again,
my
despite himself a great softness crept
heart's thnmplng like a bird gone mad
into his voice and eyes, “so I must tell
'—Just because I nrn here."
She
you that If I had my own way I would
laughed softly with so much of glad
not let you go out of the studio again.
.emotion that West found the world an
You have come In of your own free
(even more wonderful place to dwell In.
will Just to humor a whim which will
; He started to prepare tea on the improvised tea cart beside his easel, but perhaps pass as quickly as It came,
but you have thrust something Into my
the girl slipped quickly over.
studio and into my soul that I desire
“I want to make the tea." she ingreatly to keep.”
sisted.
“See 1
I have brought some
So
cinnamon cakes from the same old
brilliant a color flamed Into
jeorner bakery that was there three Gret chen's cheeks and so tremendous
a
jyears ago. I somehow felt I would be
light Into her eyes that West
.allowed to stay for tea—if I came in.”
stopped speaking. He had annoyed
her beyond forgiveness.
Her eyes were so adorable with
their new-found happiness that West
The sun trailed down and away
'said frankly. “I would have dragged
from the window, leaving but the
you in had I known you were out on
steady warm glow of twilight
■that landing—so make yourself per- |
"I should not have told you this," he
at home."
continued finally; “you are the wife of
The girl threw her great moleskin
another man—’’
Cape on the dusty armchair Just as
“But I’m not—now," Gretehen pul
as
in
the
old
carelessly
days she had in quickly, tremulously. "I would not
tossed o(T her threadbare tweed coat.
have come back to studio days had he
*Her gown was a dream and her small
been sUll living.
And now I’m all
a
brilllant-hued affair with an ; alone
(toque
with so much money that It
absurd something wabbling uncertainweighs me down and I Just wa. to
ly over the edge. Although she was come back
to
Bohemia and paint
las chic as any wonderful (sister, she
dreadful pictures and get snippy little
pulled off the toque and with a swift checks for them
and—" It was she now
gesture
rumpled the conventional, who stopped, blinded
by the happiness
smooth coiffure into a
bewildering that West's eyes reflected.
'head of burnished copper.
“Then you are free—free to sit at
"You have utterly no regard for a
my tea cart every day—free to let m«
poor bachelor's heart, have you?" West
keep that which has come Into inj
Inquired. There was warm, boyish adheart and free to be happy in the deal
(miration in his glance. * “But I will I
old studio way?”
'.try to remember that you are Just a I
Gretehen nodded silently and belittle wraith that has blown into
i
my
cause West wanted to take her in hi?
Bohemia for a cup of tea."
arms
but didn't think It quite th«
“The little wraith would very much
thing he walked over to Jhe window
like a smock—if you have a Beeond
and stood looking out at the twilight
one." she laughed hack at him.
Gretehen arose swiftly and stood 'be"It would take four of you to fill It
side him her slim hand touching hu
up." he said after a successful rumsleeve.
mage.
Love makes tie world a very won.
They both ladfched like children at
derful place to live in, doesn't It?” she
the result and for the first time In three
asked softly.
pears a happy lilt of song fell from
“That smock Is so absurdly big it li
Gretchen’s ligs.
“Oh, yes—my name Is Gretchen Me difficult to find yon In It," observed
tVicker," she told him by way of tardy West
“Still, I feel that yon found me,*
Introduction. “I saw yours on the
[door as I came up the creaky stairs. I laughed Gretchen as together they
used always to think those stairs
gazed happily ont over the housetops
would cave In. They are Just as frail
from the studio window.
as ever, but I loved
every creak they
gave out for me.”
Ancient Timepieces.
She was exploring all the while she
During the reign of Edward L the
and It was not long before a
first genuine clock In England was
'dainty tea was ready and they sank placed In Westminster
abbey. It must
on opposite sides of
the quaint cart
have been quite a wonder, and It reW est had fashioned.
They were both mained alone in Its glory for many
Bohemian enough to enjoy the rare
years.
unconventionality of the moment withIn the fourteenth century Peter
out any strain.
Llghtfoot. a monk of Glastonbury ab“How long have you been in this
bey. made a clock, which Is now prestudio?"
Gretchen
asked
between
served In the British museum.
munches of cinnamon cake.
The veteran has been patched up a
I ve managed to pay the rent
here
little, but It Is still In fair order and
for fireo years." he told her.
marks time as well as ever (better,
“Oh!
You came in Just as I
left,
probably, for a pendulum has been
then.
1 was here for the two
haiv
piest years I have ever had,” Gretchen i added), notwithstanding Its patriarchal
said, and the wlstfulness clouded her ! age of five centuries,
Perhaps it did not mark time very
eyes. “I used to sing Just as you were i
singing when I came up. Of course. I well before it got Its pendulum, for
clocks until near the middle of the sevnever expected to set the world on
fire j
^through my art. but somehow I made ! enteenth century were by no means
[a scant living—scant as to money, hut ! reliable as timekeepers.
.overflowing with Joy. I did not always
heve enough money to hu.v cinnamon
Changing Jobs.
cakes." she laughed, but her lips were
The president of an Indianapolis
tremulous.
j bank, who is far from being a ^Beau
“Ami then," urged West.
I Brummel In his dress, wa3 standing on
“Then T married. After that it didn’t
the sidewalk In East Washington
as if life held a
street near a tray of
thing for me.
shoestrings, and
/There were no quaint Bohemians | a stylishly dressed woman
approacbIn
and
out
of
strolling
my studio, no I ed him:
checks
®iuch-iieeded
"Here's a dime; let me have one of
coming to me
prom inspired drawings and. worst o. your longest pairs of black shoe
taill. there was no freedom of thought ! strings.”
action.
My husband gave me a
The banker gave the woman his card
1
and they laughed over the mistake
g< rgeoua limousine for tny last birth-
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public,
visiting, read; tor action.
Varnum’s field was the objective point,
local and

FRANK. UN.
Harvard

Card and wile ol Houiton

visiting
Joseph Doyle,

and there the crowd

are

Milford, Maes.,
Mrs. Hannah

young

son

of

visiting his mother,

Doyle.
Rlaisdell,

entertained with

WEBT FliANKlJ.N.
Brown of Wakefield, Mass., is
at H. Q. Worcester’s.
Chariest

Ernest Abbott, tbe blacksmith, is ill at
bis borne at East brook.

William Paralow and family mot«*
from Portsmouth, S. H., for a visit at15*
home of Mrs. Paralow’s parents, IW
Goodwin and wife.

Llojrd Dunham was at borne from Laly
»>
Bay several days last week.
Coleman Butler, with his wife
evening
enjoyments.
Cberryfleld
training
band music was a real pleasure, and it is
L. Springer ot Skow began was a
motored from Pawtuck*
Harry
June,
daughter
her
is
with
H.
general hospital,
parents,
&
hoped it may be heard again.
The Sunday guest ot 8. 8. Scatumon.
R 1., for a visit to hia brother Sidney,
P. Blaisdell and wife, for her vacation.
well patronised.
public suppers were
his sister, Mrs. 8. 8. Clark.
Howard
of
Bluebill
is
Osgood
spending
Arthur Tracey, wife and two children of
Sprague’s theatre was unusually attrac- a lew days with bis family here.
tauter Orcutt, John and Bag***
Water?Ute were among those visiting in
tive, and the dance allured many in-town
Miss
Carolyn Cousins ot Bluebill is Coombs, Alice ltyder sud Howard
town for Old Home day. They left for and out-of-town
att*°
people. Already there is visiting her
motored from Northeast Harbor to
cousin, Olive DeBeck.
Waterville Monday, bis father, M. K. talk of Old Home
day for next year. One
the ball beid here Friday in connect
Willard Foss and family of Fopbam w ith Old Home day.
Tracey, accompanying them, to return regretful circumstance of the day was the
*
Beach visited Mrs. George Springer Sun^
Monday.
injury to Mrs. Annie Uray, who was hit
AnK.ll.
day.
Mrs. M. A. browns of Washington, i on the left temple by a ball
during the
D. C., is visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. W. baaeball game. She was felled unconsious
Harry Hardison has gone to Lewiston,
Foresight.
Blaisdell.
where he has employment in a
Bunday was family* reunion but soon rallied.
greenAn Irascible and not very J01
as
son
and
for
the
it happened,
house.
day,
Aug. U.
B.
had been listening to & >eI
brother, Dr. W. C. Browne, now a captain
Mrs. Bertha McPhee and daughter of person
shoo
on whether Ireland
and just home from overseas, with his j
argument
TRENTON.
Waterville were here for the Old Home
7
should not have home rule. Fina
wife, from Burnside, Pa., followed heir
&
celebration.
Joseph Anderson was operated upon tor
could contain himself no longer
mother, for their first visit to Maine. They
Irving
and
give
wife
at
the
Bar
Harbor
Salisbury
are
in
wish
they’d
appendicitis
“I
out:
burst
living
on
their
i
will leave
return to Burnside
hospital
mo
the Maynard Hodgkins
Saturday. He is reported as doing well.
bouse, recently home rule and then give me the
Thursday.
purchased by Forrest Coombs.
picture rights.”—OutlookThere was a reception at Evergreen
Thursday’s dense blanket of fog with
Misses
rain caused many doubts as to the prob- | ball Friday evening for the boys who
Marguerite
and
Mildred
Piano and victrola Bradbury of Old Town are visiting their
able carrying out of the varied plans for were in the service.
Palm Is Prolific.
been
Old Home day Friday. But the managers muaic was enjoyed. Refreshmen ts were grandmother, Mrs. Ella Bradbury.
As many as 4,000 dates have one
a
were undaunted, and proceeded to busi- j
palm
Mesdames Elia, Untie and Marvel Brad- gathered from a single
ness.
Towards noon the clouds lifted, the
Aug. 11.
W.
bury, Master Konald and Miss Ruth bearing.
Miss

Hilda
for

j

wife and
are

wae

baaeball and athletic game*. A delightful
moonlight night followed, when band
muaic, firework*, moving pictures and a
dance found ready participants, who, by
their orderly presence, made possible the

here.

Bradbury visited Mrs. Pomroy st son**
villa Tuesday.
»
George Johnson had the misfortune
*°*
lose two valuable heifers and cne
from what appears to be a throat iroablt-

a

nurse

at

who has

been

day

Massachusetts

■

and

